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Previous research has indicated that considerable amounts of

finely divided slash accumulate in small mountain streams following

timber harvesting. The subsequent biological decompOsitiofl of this

organic. matter can result i.n the reduction of dissolved oxygen (DO)

concentration to levels as low as 0. 6 ppm. These DO levels are lethal

to the salmon and trout fry which inhabit these waters duri.ng the

summer months.

The purpose of this study was to verify the results of previous

research on the biochemical oxygen demand (BOD) characteristics of

Douglas-fir needles, western hemlock needles, and red alder leaves-,

and to develop an oxygen balance model to describe the effect of logging

debris BOD on the dissolved oxygen of small mountain streams.



The concept of the leaching process was examined and refined.

As a result K4, the leaching rate constant, was introduced to describe

the addition of leachate to the stream. This necessitated redefining

K1, the first order decay rate constant, as it had been reported in

previous studies. Slash. may be described by its ultimate oxygen

demand, or potential BaD, and two rate constants, K1 and K4.

Manometric BOD tests were run for 20-day periods to estimate the

potential BOD and the rate constants K1 and K4. The 20-day ultimate

BOD, K1 and K4 estimates at 20°C were: 139mg 02 /gm (dry

weight), 0.266 and 0.189 per day for Douglas-fir needles, 183mg 02/

gm (dry weight), 0. 202 and 0. 089 per day for western hemlock

needles, and 226 mg 02/gm (dry weight), 0. 121 and 0. 141 per day for

red alder leaves.

Laboratory experiments designed to examine the possibilities of

occurrence and impact of nitrification on the oxygen demand curve

concluded that even though it is possible to observe nitrification under

special conditions, coastal streams are generally too nitrogen and

carbon poor for nitrification to exert a significant oxygen demand.

Even with the addition of large amounts of vegetation to the stream

water, an available form of nitrogen must be added to produce detect-

able amounts of nitrogenous oxygen demand. It was found that the

presence of nitrification cannot be detected in small mountain streams

by nitrate analysis because of rapid fixation of nitrogen. Thus, the



nitrification process appears to be of more concern for evaluating

nutrient pathways and fixation than oxygen demand.

The leachate of the Douglas-firs western hemlock, and red alder

vegetation was analyzed for sugar and phenol concentration and rate of

leaching. The vegetation was gas sterilized using ethylene oxide.

The sterile vegetation was placed in autoclaved aliquots of water and

sealed. The leachate of each vegetation type was analyzed at periodic

intervals over 90 days, and the leachate expressed in glucose and

gallic acid equivalents. Of the 120 samples treated, only one showed

signs of contamination. The sugar and phenolic release rate constants

for Douglas-fir and western hemlock were very similar; 0.049 and

0. 062 for Douglas-fir sugars and phenols respectively and 0. 060 and

0. 046 for western hemlock sugars and phenols. All of these rates

are less than the leaching rates derived by BOD experimentation.

These differences may be due to biological interaction in the leaching

process. The leaching rate constants for red alder leaves were much

higher than the experimental rates, 0. 88 and 0. 187 for sugars and

phenols respectively.

The, mean maximum sugar concentration was: 117 mg glucose

equivalent / gm (dry weight) for Douglas-fir needles, 86 mg glucose

equivalents / gm (dry weight) for western hemlock needles, 121 mg

glucose equivalents / gm (dry weight) for red alder leaves., and 50 mg

glucose equivalent/gm (dry weight) for dissected Dougla8firtwig5.



No rate constant was computed for Douglas-fir twigs because of the

lack of fit to an exponential function.

Experimentation of the effects of temperature showed & signifi-

cant response of potential BOD, K1 and K4 to variations in water

temperature from 15 to 27°C. In general, ultimate BOD, K1 and K4

values increased with increasing water temperature.

The effect of mass concentration on ultimate BOD, K1 and K4

were negligible for vegetative loadings of 4 to 16 gm, fresh weight

per liter.

The second phase of this study involved constructing a finite

difference model of the dissolved oxygen balance in small mountain

streams. A fixed cell approach was used to demonstrate the negligible

effects of dispersion on pollutant and oxygen concentration. This then

allowed the use of the much more efficient Lagrange variation of the

finite difference modeling technique, utilizing a moving cell. By

using available data and estimates of the distribution of slash in a

simulated stream following clearcutting along 991 ft of the stream, DO

levels as low as 5. 72 ppm were computed for the simulated stream

5890 ft below the top of the clearcut. At these DO concentrations, sal-.

mon and trout fry experience "critical't stress conditions. Further

model runs indicated that by reducing the length of the clearcut or by

removing a portion of slash this condition could be avoided.
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MODELING THE IMPACT OF LOGGING DEBRIS
ON THE DISSOLVED OXYGEN BALANCE

OF SMALL MOUNTAIN STREAMS

INTRODUCTION

The Pacific Northwest depends heavily on its renewable natural

resources, timber and fish, for jobs, food, building materials, and

export commodities. These two resources provide the raw materials

for the harvesting and processing industries upon which the economy of

the Pacific Northwest is based. Both industries are increasing their

harvest yields because of rapidly increasing demand for wood products

and high protein food. Intensive resource management has become

the watch-word of the decade.

The coastal watersheds of Oregon and Washington contain the

most productive timberlands in the Pacific Northwest. These water-

sheds also give rise to numerous streams and rivers which are the

spawning and rearing grounds of salmon and trout. The quality of the

water of these streams is paramount to fish survival and productivity.

Water quality, in turn, can be significantly affected by land manage-

ment practices.

The concern for water quality has been accelerated in recent

years by two factors. First, there has been an alarming decline of

the salmon runs caused by pollution and obstruction of the waterways.

And second, water quality has become a focal point of an aroused public
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concerned for the environment. Their concern is for the preserva-

tion of the quality of sportfishing areas as well as concern for the wel-

fare of the fisheries industry. Because of the decline of the salmon runs

on the Columbia and Willamette rivers, the fisheries and sportsmen

have begun to rely more heavily on the coastal streams to produce as

much or more than before. This added pressure means that coastal

watershed managers will have to maintain the naturally high quality of

the water in these streams to maximize their fish producing capacity.

Because most coastal watersheds are primarily managed for

timber production, public and private foresters must work with the

fishery biologists and managers, and the public, to evaluate the impact of

timber harvest practices on water quality and yield. Such evaluations

may necessitate restricted use of some harvest techniques and the

development of new ones.

Water quality includes stream water temperature, turbidity,

sedimentation, nutrient and oxygen concentration, and obstructions to

fish migration resulting from logging debris and road failures. All of

these parameters are important in evaluating mants impact on water

quality. -Of these water quality parameters, dissolved oxygen concen-

tration is one of the most important, yet least studied, aspects.

One of the most controversial timber harvest techniques used in

the Pacific Northwest is clearcutting. Clearcutting involves the

removal of all merchantable wood fiberfrom a forested area. It is
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used extensively in even-aged management, because it is economical

and in many cases enhances the prospects for regeneration of forest

stands. On steep terrain, as is the case on much of the West Coast,

high-lead logging is practiced. As much of a clearcut unit as possible

is yarded to as few landings as possible, dictated by economics. In

the past this has resulted in trees being felled or yarded across

streams. Any time timber is felled in or across a stream, large

amounts of finely divided material are deposited in the stream, Even

the subsequent removal of the merchantable wood, large limbs, and

twigs does not effectively reduce the volume of fine residue.

Most timber harvesting occurs during the warm, dry summer

months. This also coincides with the minimum annual stream flow and

maximum water temperatures. Finely divided logging debris deposited

under these conditions is held in place, unable to be flushed through

the system. In these areas of debris accumulation, the oxygen

concentration can fall to levels lethal to salmon and trout fry which

inhabit these streams during the summer. At dissolved oxygen (DO)

levels less than 5 ppm, salmon and trout experience acute oxygen

stress DO levels below 1 ppm are 1ethal to these fish.

Finely divided logging residue contains numerous sugars and

phenols which readily leach into the stream water. This leachate

then undergoes biochemical oxidation. As this decomposible leachate

is degraded, oxygen is consumed. Biochemical oxygen demand (BOD)
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is the amount of oxygen required to completely decompose a given

amount of organic matter under aerobic conditions.

Stream temperature often increases after clearcutting, arid may

cause some serious problems. The saturated oxygen concentration at

0°C is 14. 6 ppm and at 20°C is 9. 2 ppm, Both water temperature

increases and BOD lower DO to levels which require salmon and trout

fry to increase their body maintenance and metabolism functions lxi

extreme conditions, the fish may be killed outright by direct heat. At

sublethal oxygen concentrations the fish experience oxygen stress.

Under these conditions the fry require more food to compensate for

the increase in metabolism, they cannot be competitive with more

tolerant organisms, and they are more susceptible to disease.

The large amounts of debris that accumulate in combination

with the significant increases in stream water temperature following

clearcutting can result in serious dissolved oxygen depletion. The

dissolved oxygen balance which exists in nature attempts to dynami-

cally stabilize this drain by replenishing the water with atmospheric

oxygen in proportion to the size of the dissolved oxygen deficit.

Thus as oxygen is removed by the decay process, the stream's poten-

tial for reaeration increases. When the rate of oxygen depletion

exceeds the reaeration rate, the oxygen concentration decreases.

Conversely as the reaeration rate exceeds depletion the oxygen level

increases.
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If the organic loading of the stream water is very large, the

rate of deoxygenation can exceed the reaeration rate for long periods

of time (on the order of days to weeks). Under these conditions severe

oxygen deficits coupled with fish mortality have been documented.

Currently forest managers have no way of predicting the impact of

logging debris on leachate and dissolved oxygen concentrations, A

dissolved oxygen balance model would enable foresters to predict the

on-site and downstream impact of debris loading and to locate areas

where residue removal is necessary or alternate harvest techniques

should be used.

For such a model to be developed to a point of reliable applica-

bility, several parameters must be measured or estimated. To

predict the impact of logging debris on dissolved oxygen in stream

water, the potential BOD and rate of decay must be evaluated for the

various species of fish and environmental conditions which occur.

Reaeration potential of the stream must be predicted from field

survey data of stream hydraulic characteristics. And the interaction

of these two processes, also termed the dissolved oxygen balance,

must be predicted with respect to both time and distance along the

stream course.

Previous studies have been conducted to determine the potential

BOD and rate constants of Douglas-fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii

[Mirb.] Franco) needles, western hemlock (Tauga heterophylla [Raf. I



Sarg.) needles and red alder (Alnus rubra Bong. ) leaves in stream

water. Attempts were also made 1) to estimate the concentration of

sugars and phenols in leachate with respect to time, 2) to estimate

the effect of temperature fluctuations on potential BOD and rate con-

stants, 3) to determine if nitrification is a significant factor in the

natural biodegradation of finely divided debris in streams, and 4) to

estimate the effect of variations of mass concentration on the potential

DOD and rate constants (Ponce, 1974).

The objectives of this study are twofold. One is to confirm and

clarify the results of the previously mentioned studies on DOD

characteristics of finely divided slash and to add to the body of DOD

data available. The second objective is to develop the structure of an

oxygen balance model for small forest streams which contain logging

slash in some portions by combining the results from previous BOD

and reaeration studies. Such a model could ultimately be used to

design harvest units which minimize fish mortality, and to locate prob-

lem areas where special stream cleanup is necessary. This model

will be the basis for defining areas for continued research which

could eventually lead to validation of the model. ...

6



LITERATURE REVIEW

Dissolved oxygen in stream water has long been recognized as

a primary water quality parameter. Not only is it important to

aquatic organisms to sustain life, but also it is the principal indicator

of the degree of organic pollution present and a measure of the ass imi-

lative capacity of water bodies. Because it is a good indicator of water

quality, minimum dissolved oxygen (DO) levels are closely regulated

by environmental quality acts. Therealso is currently a trend toward

closer DO monitoring and stricter enforcement of environmental

standards on forest operations. Because most of the aquatic organ-

isms of value to man are aerobic and rely upon oxygen for their

existence, deoxygenation of their habitat is almost prohibitory.

Deoxygenation can occur whenever organic matter is added to

a body of water containing microorganisms. Biological decomposition

results in the oxidation of the organic matter to carbon dioxide and

water. Microorganisms extract the oxygen required for this process

from the water. Should this condition continue until the oxygen

concentration becomes zero, all aerobic organisms would suffocate.

When this occurs, the body of water is said to have gone anaerobic.

Because of the importance and complexity of the role of oxygen

in the aquatic environment, a brief review of the following areas is in

order. The importance of oxygen to the survival of salmon and trout

7
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is examined to determine minimum levels of dissolved oxygen for

acceptable fish habitat. A general review of the oxygen balance will

introduce the sections on biological oxidation and associated biochemi-

cal oxygen demand (BOD) of finely divided slash, and a discussion of

the reaeration process in small mountain streams. This review of the

dissolved oxygen balance and its components with their relation to

forest water quality will show how vegetative and hydraulic charac-

teristics can be used to estimate oxygen balance parameters.

Modeling the impact of pollution on the dissolved oxygen balance

will be examined to review previous attempts to bring the various

components of the dissolved oxygen balance together into descriptive

and predictive models. This section is presented in detail in order

to lay a proper foundation for the presentation of a dissolved oxygen

model for small mountain streams.

The Importance of Dissolved Oxygen to SahnonoidS

Coho salmon and trout of the Pacific Northwest spawn in the

coastal streams of Oregon and Washington during the late fall and

early winter. The fry hatch and live in the streams at Least one year.

before migrating to the ocean. During the year the fish require high

levels of dissolved oxygen for metabolism and maintenance of all

body functions. This makes them particularly vulnerable to adverse

changes in dissolved oxygen.
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The summer months are particularly hazardous for the young

fry. Pacific Northwest summers are warm and dry, averaging less

than 4 inches of rainfall on the western side of the Coast Range

(Johnsgard, 1963) and less than 2 inches on the east side (Bates,

1969) during the three summer months of June, July and August.

Stream flow during this period falls to minimum levels for up to 90

days, before the first fall freshet flushes the stream systems. This

season also coincides with the height of the timber harvest activities,

often, resulting in large deposits of fi.ne logging debris in the streams

Two resulting hazards to fish of particular concern are increases in

water temperature and biochemical oxygen demand (BaD). Both of

these conditions cause physiological stress to the salmon and trout

fry, either directly or indirectly.

If the stream water temperature increases and the dissolved

oxygen concentration is depressed fish metabolism and body main-

tenance functions must increase. If the changes are great enough, the

fish may die due to direct heat or suffocation. Indirectly, the salmon

and trout fry cannot effectively compete with other more tolerant

species of fish, due to decreased activity and growth.. Under stre55

or sublethal conditions, the fry are also more susceptible to parasites

and disease (Lantz, 1971).

As a general "rule of thunib it is recommended by fishery

biologists that dissolved oxygen (DO) levels not be allowed to drop
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below 5 ppm for fish in warm water habitats and 6 ppm for fish in cold

water habitats. Oxygen concentrations from Z. 5 to 5 ppm are gen-

erally accepted as the sublethal region for salmonoids, At sublethal

levels the fish experience critical stress conditions and rapid

decreases in weight gain (Herrmann, Warren and Doudoroff, 196Z).

These low DO levels may also obstruct fish migration as well as

produce severe stress conditions. Shelford and Allee (1913) and

Jones (1952) have noted avoidance and violent reactions of over 16

species of fish native to North America to water containing 0. 5 to 3. 5

ppm oxygen. Whitmore, Warren and Doudoroff (1960) demonstrated

pronounced avoidance of water containing less than 4. 5 ppm oxygen by

chinook and coho salmon. Temperature and length of exposure to low

DO levels can cause significant variations in fish reactions to sub-

lethal conditions. Davison et al. (1959) found that coho salmon could

survive water with only 2 ppm oxygen for 30 days at 18°C.

The lethal limits of salmonoids is approximately 1 to Z ppm

oxygen. Herrmann, Warren and Doudoroff (1962) have shown that

food consumption and growth of juvenile coho salmon decline rapidly

as the DO drops from 5 to 1, 8 ppm oxygen at 20°C, At the Z ppm

level, food consumption approached zero and weight loss was signifi-

cant. Below 1 ppm, death occurred.

As shown by this review, response of salmon and trout fry to low

dissolved oxygen concentrations is variable depending on water
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temperature and length of exposure. This makes it very difficult for

one to set fixed critical oxygen levels Some aquatic biologists

(Doudoroff and Shumway, 1967) insist that any decrease in dissolved

oxygen below saturation is detrimental and therefore unacceptable.

This line of reasoning can be further supported by research conducted

by Hermann, Warren and Doudoroff (1962), which found a gradual

decline in food consumption and weight gain as the DO concentration

dropped from 8. 3 to 5. 5 ppm at 20°C for juvenile coho salmon.

Complete protection of all waters from logging debris and

resulting deoxygenation of stream waters cannot be entirely justified.

First, complete protection would require extremely expensive stream

cleanup. Second, private landowners often cannot afford to leave

buffer strips on the very small headwater streams. And third, if the

DO level is not allowed to drop to levels of critical oxygen stress,

the fish are not severely handicapped allowing some leeway for forest

land managers. Such stringent standards requiring complete protec--

tion is both impractical and unnecessary.

In conclusion, it is evident that as the DO level of a body of

water declines, fish attempt to avoid regions of low oxygen concentra

tion. After prolonged exposure at suppressed oxygen levels, salmon

and trout exhibit decreases in growth and food consumption. These

reactions tend to increase as the dissolved oxygen concentration

approaches zero. In general, salmonoids experience critical oxygen



stress from approximately 6 to 2 ppm oxygen and die at levels below

1 to 2 ppm. The 6 ppm DO level will be referred to loosely as the

'1critical oxygen level't and 1 ppm as the Hlethal limit.

The Dissolved Oxygen Balance

Oxygen exists as a solute in water in very small amounts even

at saturation (9. 2 ppm at 20°C and 760 mm Hg). As oxygen is removed

from water (deoxygenation), the oxygen concentration drops below the

saturation level. The difference between the saturation concentration

and the oxygen concentration is defined as the oxygen deficit. The sub-

sequent rate at which oxygen is replenished by the diffusion of oxygen

from the atmosphere is proportional to the oxygen deficit. This

process of entrainment and absorption of oxygen is termed reaeration.

The combined process of deoxygenation and reaeration is the oxygen

balance.

The dissolved oxygen balance for a compartmental unit of water

may be conceptualized as a container of constant volume, in and out

of which oxygen is being continually removed and replenished The

relationships which exist between the various components of the stream

water in the container can be illustrated by Figure 1. Numerous

studies have been undertaken to describe either the whole system or

parts of it. However, the majority of these studies have been on

large, slow streams or rivers with pollutant loads from either

12



SURFACE WATER SYSTEM

a3nCO2+(j-c)H2O+ cNH3ab 3C H 0 N +(n+- -- c)O -
n a bc 424 2

Leahate BOD + oxygen
organisms carbon dioxide + water + ammonia

13

Figure 1. The surface water system of small mountain steams and its interaction with the intragravel
system and aquatic organisms.
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industry or domestic sewage. For this reason the major components

of the oxygen balance (dissolved oxygen, logging debris and BOlD)

will be reviewed first with respect to the dissolved oxygen exchange

system in general, and secondly with respect to the BOD of logging

debris and reaeration of small mountain streams.

The Dissolved Oxygen Exchange Process

Dissolved oxygen levels in streams tend to balance or reach an

equilibrium because of a series of interrelated exchange processes.

As dissolved oxygen is used by respiring organisms a reaeration

gradient and photosynthesis by plants allows the stream water to

be resupplied with oxygen. Basic to the dissolved oxygen balance are

the physiochemical laws governing the solubility of oxygen.

The solubility of oxygen in water is determined by the ability of

the water to hold oxygen. This ability is proportional to the partial

pressure of oxygen on the open water surface given by Henry's law:

= KH (oxygen)
(I)

where C is the solubility or saturation concentration of oxygen in

water in ppm, KH is Henry's gas law constant for oxygen at the pres-

sure in ppm-atm, and P is the partial pressure of oxygen
(oxyge ii)

exerted on the free water surface in atm. Sitice the solubility of

oxygen in water is proportional to the partial pressure of oxygen



above the water, then by the ideal gas laws the solubility of oxygen in

water is inversely proportional to temperature

The solubility of oxygen in pure water varies from 14. 6 ppm

at 0°C to 5.6 ppm at 50°C and 760 mmHg pressure (APHA, 1971).

Churchill et aL (1962) developed an empirical equation to estimate

the saturation concentration of oxygen, C (ppm), at a given tempera-

ture, T (°C):

C 14. 652 - 0. 41022T + 0. 007 99 lOT
5

- 0. 000077774T
(2)

The major source of oxygen to the stream is the atmosphere.

Atmospheric oxygenation or reae ration is the predominent method

of replenishing stream water with oxygen. Green plants capable of

photosynthesis are another potential source of oxygen as well as a

sink. During daylight hours, phytoplanktOt1 benthic algae and rooted

aquatic plants can produce significant inputs of oxygen with midday

oxygen concentrations as high as 150 percent of the saturated oxygen

concentration (Gameson and Barrett, 1958) Aquatic plants can also

be a significant sink of dissolved oxygen during the night when respira-

tion reaches a maximum (Warren et , l964). These studies were

all done on large lakes and slow flowing streams where, under

certain conditions, algae and plants may be the dominant factor in the

oxygen balance. Sedell (1974) indicates that aquatic organi5m5.

including fish, do 'not produce detectable differences in the dissolved
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oxygen concentration of turbulent mountain streams. This is the case

both before and immediately after clearcutting. Plant and animal

respiration and photosynthesis, however, do significantly affect carbon

dioxide concentrations, nitrate levels, conductivity and pH. Thus, the

impact of photosynthesis and respiration on the dissolved oxygen

balance of small mountain streams of steep gradient appears negligible.

The intragravel and the ground water systems also may add to

or take oxygen from the surface water system. However, the fluid

flow through and between these systems is extremely small, on the

order of 2 to 5 cm/hr compared to 500 to 1500 cm/sec for the surface

flow (Narver, 1971). The dominant method of oxygen transport

between the surface water and the intragravel water appears to be

molecular diffusion. Using the theoretical solution to Fick's law of

hydrodiffus ion for quiescent bodies of water (Krenkel and Orlob, 1962):

Kd

2D t

Kd the oxygen transfer rate for intragravel depth of 16 cm, is

0. 00267 1/day. 1m is molecular diffusivity in cm2 /sec, t is time

in sec/day and h is depth in cm. Molecular diffusiv.ity' can be com-

puted by the method of Negulescu and Rojanski (1969):

(T-20) (l0)ID = 2.037 (1. 037)m
(4)

where T is temperature in °C. Although this analysis was intended for
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quiescent bodies of water, Streeter and Kehr (1935) found these equa-

tions to be in very close agreement with studies of channel flow at very

low flow rates. The reaeration rate constant for a stream with-a

velocity of 0. 6 ft/sec, slope of 0. 05 ft/ft, at 14°C is 103 1/day.

5
Thus the intragravel-surface water exchange is approximately 10

times smaller than the atmospheric reaeration rate. However, the

surface- intragravel flow constitutes one of the major sources of oxygen

to the intragravel system.

De.oxygenation of a body of water may be affected by any one of

several means, including chemical oxidation, respiration of aquatic

organisms or biological decomposition of organic matter. Of these,

biological decomposition is the most prevalent process acting in

mountain streams. The amount of oxygen required by microorganisms

to completely decompose a given amount of organic matter to carbon

dioxide, water and ammonia is defined as biochemical oxygen demand

(BOD). This is not synonymous with complete oxidation since decom-

posable refers only to organic matter which can serve as a nutrient

source for bacteria. BOD is generally given asmg of oxygen

required to stabilize a liter or gram dry weight of pollutant (mg/L

ppm, or mg/gm). In a sense, BOD is a measure of the strength of a

pollutant in oxygen demand equivalents.

BOD is the major oxygen sink in small, unpolluted mountain

streams. On forested watersheds, significant levels of BOD are
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usually a result of deposition of fine logging debris in the stream

channel. Lammel (1973) found that up to 17. 16 tons of organic debris

per 100 ft of stream length were added following conventional felling

Of this, 0. 292 tons per 100 ft were fine debris 0 to 3 cm in size.

For a stream 5 ft wide with a flow of 0. 25 ft /sec this would produce

a BOD load of approximately 115, 210 ppm. This estimate was based

on a theoretical distribution of slash on a 30-ft wide stream bed, an

assumption that the species involved was western hemlock, and that

the ultimate BOD is 183 mg 02/gm. (See Appendix II for computa-

tions.

The dissolved oxygen balance is a cause and effect type of

dynamic equalizing process. Any time decomposable organic matter

such as finely divided logging debris enters a stream, it begins to

decay resulting in an oxygen deficit, tipping the balance. Simul-

taneously reaeration begins to replenish oxygen to the water in propor-

tion to the oxygen deficit.

The resulting profile of the DO concentration with time may be

described mathematically as a set of flow rate equations in differ-

ential form. The combination of these equations constitutes an equa-:

tion of the dissolved oxygen sag curve. An example of a dissolved

oxygen sag profile is shown in Figure 2.
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Logging Debris and BOD

The pollutant inputs to a small forest stream during timber

harvesting are quite often logging residues consisting of logs, splin-

ters, limbs, twigs and needles or leaves. Hall and Lantz (1969) have

found that dissolved oxygen concentrations in streams following clear-

cutting may drop as low as 0. 6 ppm before the fall freshets flush the

fine debris from the stream channel. An examination of the consti-

tuents of logging debris and its BOD characteristics follows.

Until recently, very little was known about the volume and size

distribution of organic matter in streams before and after timber

harvesting. Lammel (1973) attempted to quantify these parameter5

He was primarily interested in determining how much debris is

natural, how much is deposited following various logging techniques

and at what stages in the harvest process, and what is the impact of

the stream environment, particularly physical barriers to fish migra-

tion and disturbance of spawning grounds. Lammel (1973) concludes

that organic matter on the stream bed increases after felling and is

subsequently reduced following yarding, in some cases to levels below

the prelogging values. This appears to be true for material greater

than 1 cm. However, the amount of finely divided debris less than

1 cm, principally twigs, was significantly increased following all

harvest operations except in two of six units, one where felling was

20
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cable assisted and another where a wide buffer strip (150 It) was effec-

tive. LammePs study was the most precise and extensive body of data

found. For this reason, it will be used to estimate the organic load-

ing of small mountain streams following harvest operations

The characteristics of the BOD of finely divided slash have only

recently been examined in any detail. Chase and Ferullo (1957) inves-

tigated the effects of maple and oak leaves, and pine needles in water

under laboratory conditions. Slack (1964) examined the BOD con-

centrations existing in streams but not in relation to the amount of

organic matter. He found dissolved oxygen concentrations from 0. 09

ppm for isolated poo1s to 10. 3 ppm for main streams. Slack and Feltz

(1968) followed the decrease in oxygen concentration of a small

stream from mid-September to October and found a high degree of

correlation between the decline of dissolved oxygen and leaf fall. As

the leaf fall rate increased from 2 to 12 gm/m2 /day, the DO level

dropped from 8 to less than 1 ppm Later, in November, the DO

concentration increased to more than 11 ppm following the first fall

freshet.

Schaumburg (1970) reports that log leachate BOD ranges from

0. 1 gm/ft2 of surface area for 120-year-old Douglas-fir with bark

intact to 1. 4 gm/ft2 for ponderosa pine with the bark removed

Should a log 12 inches in diameter be lengthwise along the thread of

2a stream 3 inches deep, 0. 52 ft would be submerged per linear foot
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of stream. This log then may exert a. potential BOD of up to 680 mg

of oxygen demand per linear foot. Using LammePs data (1973), and

the estimation of Overtonetal. (1973) of the ratio of needle mass to

stem mass for old-growth Douglas-fir, up to 67 88 lb of fine debris

per lineal foot would be deposited on the stream bed 19 ft wide. As sum-

ing a stream width of 5 ft, this would amount to 17. 86 lb of submerged

debris per linear foot of stream (see Appendix II for calculations). If

the debris is western hemlock, the potential BOD is 183 mg/gm or a

potential BOD of 49, 655 mg of oxygen demand per linear foot of strearn

The leachate BOD rate constant (K1) for logs is 0. 19 to 0.25 per day

(Atkinson, 1971) as compared to 0. 202 per day for western hemlock

needles. However, the leaching rate for needles is approximately

0. 089 whereas the leaching rate for logs is estimated to be several

orders of magnitude smaller. Thus, it may be assumed that 1) the

BOD of larger debris is smaller and exerted over a much longer

term, and 2) the probability of large amounts of submerged surface

area occurring is remote. For these reasons, the leachate of debris

larger than 3 cm is not considered to exert a significant oxygen

demand when compared to that exerted by the finely divided debris

during periods of less than 90 days following timber felling.

Hall and Lantz (1969) noted low DO levels in a coastal stream of

the Pacific Northwest following clearcutting.. From June to July 1966

the dissolved oxygen concentration fell to levels lethal to salmon and
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trout. Levels as low as 0. 6 ppm were reported.

Ponce (1974) made the first attempt to describe the potential

DOD of finely divided slash and its characteristics. He examined the

ultimate BOD exerted by various species of vegetation in stream water

over periods of 5 to 90 days. Since he did not account for the separate

processes of leaching and subsequent decay of leachate, his decay rate

constant is not K1 as reported, but is an approximation of the combined

effects of K1 and K4. This slightly erroneous estimate will be

referred to as KD. Lu is defined as the ultimate BOD previously

referred to as the potential BOD. Ponce's BOD results are given in

Table 1.

Table 1. The ultimate BOD (Lu) and rate constants (KD)
of Douglas-fir, western hemlock and red alder
needles (after Ponce, 1973).

Ponce also reports that he found no indication of the occurrence

of nitrifi.cation. Had nitrification been indicated, the DOD curve would

have been a two-stage curve, complicating the oxygen demand analys is

considerably.

Douglas-fir 110 0. 125

Western hemlock 116 0. 064

Red.alder 286 0, 046
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The concentration of the organic loading, however, does not

appear to have a significant effect on potential BOD on a per gm weight

of vegetation basis. However, temperature fluctuations seem to affect

both the ultimate BOD and the decay rate constant (Ponce, 1974). This

finding is further supported by the work of Zanoi (1967) when he studied

the effects of temperature on the BOD and rate constants for sewage.

Ponce's temperature tests were for only 5 days and he simulated a

diurnal temperature fluctuation observed in clearcut watersheds.

Thus, his estimates for long-term BOD and KD are inconclusive.

Ponce (1974) also attempted to examine the chemical composi-

tion and quantity of debris leachate. His methods of sterilization,

however, failed to completely stop biological degradation of te

leachate, especially the fungal activity.

Ponce's study was an important beginning in quantifying the

characteristics of the BOD of finely divided slash. His thesis

(Ponce, 1974) has provided the basis for most of the biological experi-

mentation conducted for this study and a portion of the data used.

All previous, investigations except Schaumburg (1970) and

Atkinson (1911) have assumed that the addition of leachate to the

stream water is a slug or constant load (Ponce, 1973; Chase and

Ferullo, 1957). Upon greater inspection, it is evident that the rate of

leachate addition to a stream is not a slug load nor a constant addition
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of pollutant. Therefore the assumption that the decay of logging debris

BOD is a first order decay is violated.

The process of the leaching of pollutant from slash may beon-

ceived as a linear first order decay reaction represented by:

= -KSdt 4

where S is the potential BOD remaining in the slash (ppm oxygen

demand), K4 is the leaching rate (per day, base e) and t is time in

days. Solving for S at any time t:

-K4tS =Se
0

where S is the initial BOD concentration in the slash. By substitut-
0

ing (6) back into (5), the rate at which pollutant is leached from the

slash at any time t is:

dS
dt -K4 S e

-K4t

Conversely, the rate of addition of pollutant to a body of water is

equal but opposite to the leaching rate of pollutant from slash:

- K4t.
(addition rate) K4 5 e (8)

Simultaneously, the decay of pollutant may be represented as:

(decay rate) = -K1 L (9)

where L is the concentration of pollutant BOD in ppm and K1 is the

(7)
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BOD decay rate constant (I/day). Applying a mass balance to equa-

tions (8) and (9), the rate of change of pollutant (L) with time is equal

to the rate of addition plus the rate of decay or:

-K4tdK4Se -K1L
0

where dL/dt is the rate of change of pollutant with time (ppm/day).

Upon integrating equation (10), it can be shown that the BOD concen-

tration (L) of a completely mixed body of water at any time is:

-K1t -K4t

L=
KS\e KSe4o \ 4o

o - K1K4} +

where L is the initial pollutant concentration at time equal to zero

(see Appendix III).

Atmospheric Reaeration

The reaeration process of small mountain streams is perhaps

one of the most difficult parameters of the oxygen balance to estimate.

Nearly every hydraulic characteristic of a stream may vary by a

factor of 10 to 100 over a distance of less than 10 ft. Small pools and

riffles of varying size and length are very characteristic of small

mountain streams. For this reason, the atmospheric reaeration rate

constant (K2), which is highly dependent upon hydraulic characteristics

(10)
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of a stream, may take on values from 1 to 5, 000 over very short

distances (Holtje, 1971).

Even Holtjes (1971) study of Berry Creek shows large amounts

of deviation of predicted K2 values from measured values, particu-

larly for measured K2 values between 20 and 200 (1/day). Since Berry

Creek is very representative of coastal streams and Holtje's survey

data was readily available, various stream segments of Berry Creek

have been combined to make a simulated stream for testing the oxygen

balance model in this study. For this reason Holtje's model for pre-

dicting atmospheric reaeration has been used as a best available

estimate. The reaeration rate constant K2 (1/day) at any temperature

T (°C) may be estimated by:

= 1.
016(T-20) (181. 6 E - 1657 + 20. 87) (12)

where E is energy dissipation, andS is the channel slope in ft/ft. Energy

dissipation may be expressed as:

E (13)

where U is the average flow velocity in ft/sec and g is the gravita-

tional acceleration constant (32. 174 ft/sec2).

The atmospheric reaeration portion of the oxygen balance may

be represented mathematically as:

(reaeration rate) = -K2D (14)
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where K2 is the reaeration rate constant from equation (12) and D is

the dissolved oxygen deficit, defined as the algebraic difference

between the saturated oxygen concentration and the actual oxygen con-

centration at any time. In other words, reaeration is a reduction of

the oxygen deficit in proportion to the deficit. The complete oxygen

balance equation incorporates deoxygenation and reaeratiOn. This is

most often referred to as the oxygen sag equation.

The Dissolved Oxygen Sag Analysis

The oxygen sag is a term introduced by Streeter and Phelps

(1925). It is the basis for calculating the capacity of a body of water

to assimilate organic wastes. The simplest of all pollutant loadings is

the slug load. Slug loads occur when a readily decomposable waste is

instantaneously injected into a completely mixed body of water. The

pollutant removes oxygen from the water at a rate equal but opposite

to the BOD rate of decay. Equation (9) when expressed as deoxy-

genation, becomes:

(rate of deoxygenatiOn) = K1 L (15)

Thus, the complete equation for the change in oxygen deficit with

time is:

= K1L-K2D (16)

Upon integrating, this equation becomes:



K L -K1t -K2t -K2t
D

1
(e -e )+D e

K2-K1 0

where D is the initial oxygen deficit at time equal to zero. Equation

(17) is often referred to as the Streeter-Phelps equation. Closer

examination reveals that by differentiating equation (17) and solving

for t when dD/dt equals zero yields:

t- Iflc1

c - K
K1

2 K1

[

where tc is the time of the critical point or maximum deficit in days

(Fair, 1939). The maximum deficit (D) is:

D
KL10cK _Kltc

e
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(17)

(18)

(19)

The oxygen sag equations rapidly become more complex as the number

of inputs or outputs of the oxygen balance increase or become

functions of time.

Camp (1965) has solved for an oxygen balance which includes a

constant addition of pollutant with time, a settling rate of BOD, and

reaeration by photosynthesis. These equations are of particular use

in slow flowing streams or estuaries where 1) the flow velocity is

small, yet 2) there is complete vertical mixing, 3) water temperature

is constant, 4) photosynthesis is a significant factor, 5) BOD from

benthic anaerobic decomposition is added to the overlying water,



IKS(40 -KAt -K2t
(e Te - K2t

+D e
0

(21)

(22)

This equation, when correctly used, can be an excellent estimator of

30

and 6) dispersion is negligible. Under these conditions the pollutant

concentration (L) at any time (t) is

- (K1+K3)t
- 0 - K1+K e K1+K3

where p is the rate of addition of BOD in ppm/day and K3 is the set-

tling rate of BOD to the bottom. It should be noted that the rate of

pollutant addition is a constant and cannot be a function of time in this

equation. The dissolved oxygen deficit (D) under these conditions may

be given by:

K1 -(K1+K3)t -KZt
D - KKK {L -

] {e - e

K -Kzt
1 p a (1-e )

-K2t
K2K1+K3 ] +D e

0

where c is the rate of oxygen production by photosynthesis.

In a situation where logging debris is to be considered, equation.

(11) replaces (20) and the resulting solution for the dissolved oxygen

deficit (D) becomes:

D
K1

L
K4 S \(e1te2t)

K2-K1 o K1-K4 j

the oxygen deficit of small mountain streams under special conditions.

K1
+

K2 - K4



These conditions include 1) uniform steady flow, 2) constant water

temperature, 3) negligible longitudinal dispersion, and 4) a uniform

debris loading distribution. -.

Stream Water Temperature

Since all rate constants, ultimate DOD, and saturated oxygen

concentration are dependent on water temperature, a brief review of

stream water temperature is in order. During a four-year study of

three coastal watersheds of the Pacific Northwest, Drown and

Krygier (1970) found monthly maximum stream temperature variations

between winter and summer as large as 6. 1°C and diurnal fluctuations
0as large as 3. 9 C for forested watersheds.

The variation in stream water temperature through a clearcut

at any instant in time is proportional to the radiation incident to the

stream surface but inversely proportional to the volume of water in

the stream channel at that instant. The change in water temperature

of a stream through a clearcut may be expressed as:

Rad x A
5aT =

31

Q
x 0. 000267 (23)

where T is the change in water temperature in °F, Rad is net thermal

radiation in DTU/ft2 mm, A is the surface area of the stream in ft2,

and Q is the discharge of the stream in cfs (Drown, 1969). This

estimate of water temperature is applicable for clearcut streams less
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than 2, 000 ft in length and where the stream channel is not solid rock

Solid rock channels may cause errors in the estimate of net solar

radiation (Q) on the order of 15 to 20 percent, due to conduction into

the stream.bed (Brown, 1972).

It is evident from this review that the oxygen balance para-

meters of a mountain stream are extremely variable. This dilemma

is compounded by the lack of accurate and adequate data. The pre-

ceding portion of this literature review has given some indication of

the vast complexity and intricacies of the dissolved oxygen balance

in small mountain streams which are subjected to organic loading from

timber harvesting. The examination of the oxygen sag equation for

debris loading points out the severe limitations of analytic solutions

for dissolved oxygen in mountain streams. Computer simulation may

solve these problems. Computer modeling is a useful and powerful

tool due to its immense ability to perform long and numerous

calculations relatively error free in fractions of a second.

Modeling

Before attempting to model or simulate anything, one should

first start with the most general definitions and concepts and narrow

these areas to the case at hand, developing all concepts and assump-

tions in a concise, orderly manner. The following discussion on

modeling will use concepts and terms outlined by Fishman (1973).
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These modeling principles are basic to understanding the modeling

approach in a correct manner.

A model is any contrived representation of a system. A system

consists of two or more units interacting through distance, time or

both. In a sense, even models are systems which are subject to

modeling. Models may be pictorial scale models, analogs (electrical),

or symbolic models which are mathematical, logical representations.

Symbolic models are of special interest in this study. Symbolic

models may be analytic equations or numerical techniques for solving

problems. So far, we have only discussed analytical models of the

dissolved oxygen balance. The real world system of interest is a

physical system which is tangible and whose characteristics are

measurable.

Because models are representations of real world systems, they

can never be exactly like the real system unless they are an exact

duplicate. This extreme is contrary to the homomorphic nature of

modeling. The purpose of modeling is to reduce a large number of

variables to a manageable amount of data items. Thus, it is necessary

to set realistic and logical constraints on models. These constraints

are termed assumptions and occur everywhere the model deviates

from the real system.

Not all assumptions can nor will be recognized because their

numbers approach infinity with increasing attention to detail. The
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limit of such an approach is that these complexities and uncer-

tainties are beyond the human ability to comprehend. The degree to

which a system can be comprehended as a whole is defined as per-

spective, and the degree of attention paid to detail is termed resolu-

tion. Thus, the greater the perspective the lower the resolution and

vice versa. What degree of resolution and perspection must the model

meet to be of use?

Limitations consist of defining what portion of the real world is

to be considered, or the scope of the model. This includes temporal

as well as spatial delineation. Defining and describing the effects of

the models' limitations are possibly the most crucial steps in model-

ing. By limiting the real world to an isolated system we can set the

scope of the model, and in a sense tttrade_offtt detail and high resolu-

tion for a greater perspective. Such a simplification reduces a very

complex system to a model of greater perspective and more manage-

able size.

A systems model is much like a window for the modeler to look

at the real world. He must decide on the dimensions of the window

(scope) and how clear the glass must be (resolution) This may be

termed the model specifications. Before the model specifications can

be set, one must determine 1) the definition of the problem, 2) the

system of interest, 3) which parameters are to be measured, and/or
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predicted, and 4) how precise and accurate must the parameters be

measured and predicted.

Once the scope and degree of resolution of the model have been

set, the next step is to build a conceptuaL model. This is a descrip-

tive model in which the modeler attempts to depict events, activities,

and states of the real system by narration, equations, graphs and

charts. The system is divided into entities or parts. All of the physi-

cal dimensions or attributes of an entity at a given point in time and

space define the state of the entity and collectively the states of the

entities define the state or level of the system. A change in state is

defined as an event and the operations which change one state to another

are termed activities. Finally, the orderly sequence of events in a

-continuous time frame is a process (Fishman, 1973).

In a sense, the computer model is a simulation of the conceptual

model. The computer simulation is a representation of a system by a

symbolic model that can be manipulated easily and yields numerical

results (Fishman, 1973). Here, the conceptual model is translated

into a computer language..

In both the formulation of the conceptual and computer models,

our degree of resolution has been reduced by conceptual and program-

ing assumptions. Conceptual assumptions occur whenever detail is

forfeited for greater perspective in simplifying or approximating the

real system. Programming assumptions occur when approximating
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techniques are used to solve mathematical equations or reduce the

number of computations to produce an economically feasible simulator

The modeling procedure may be viewed as the flow chart in Figure 3.

The preceding literature review of the impact of logging debris

on the dissolved oxygen balance of small mountain streams has stated

the problem and sets the stage for developing a model. The para-

meters of particular interest are the levels of dissolved oxygen and

pollution in small mountain streams with respect to time and distance

downstream. The expected precision for predicting these parameter

levels is to the nearest foot along the stream course and to O 1 ppm

for the DO and pollutant. The desired accuracy is to estimate the

parameter concentrations within ± 5 percent of the actual measured

values Any inputs or outputs which cannot cause variations of this

magnitude have been termed minor influences. As previously discus-

sed, photosynthesis ground water and intragravel flow influences,

and plant and animal respiration fall into this category.

When conceptualizing the system, it can be broken down into

entities such as the surface water system divided into compartments

of water, the logging residue, the dissolved oxygen, and the leachate

BOD. The attributes of these entities include such terms as velocity,

width, discharge, concentration, and temperature. Collectively, the

body of attributes of an entity is its state. For example, the entity

dissolved oxygen has concentration, reaeration rate, deoxygenation
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rate, and oxygen deficit as its attributes The surface water system

state is defined at any point in time and space by the states of the

critical entities, oxygen, pollution, and water temperature. The

interactions of biochemical decomposition and stream reaeration with

respect to temperature and hydraulic stream characteristics have been

defined as the dissolved oxygen process or DO balances

The simulation of the surface water system in which the dissolved

oxygen process operates has been approached from many aspects in

the past. As previously described, Streeter and Phelps (1925), Fair

(1939), and Camp (1940) have proposed analytic solutions for estimat-

ing the oxygen sag process. However, these methods are ineffective

in view of the rapid changes in water temperature and hydraulic

conditions found in mountain streams

Della and Dobb ins (1968) refined the finite difference technique

from the finite element technique widely used by structural engineers

and ground water hydrologists This technique uses fixed changes in

distance (tx) and time (nt) which do not approach zero as do the dx and

dt of differential equations. The x and t are made physically small

enough so that by summing the new equation with x and tt over time

and distance, a close approximation of the integration of complex

differentials can be made.

For a stream, the surface water system can be thought of as

discrete volumes of water bounded by crqss sectional interfaces of
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area A and length dx (Figure 4). These cells are fixed along the

stream course. A mass balance may be performed for each cell

yielding the one-dimensional stream equation for oxygen. The-change

in oxygen concentration (C) with time (t) is:

(A DL
O(AC) -at - ax

(AUC)
&x

-K1AL(t)

+ K2A(C-C)+AC (24)

where DL is the longitudinal dispersion coefficient, U is the flow

velocity, and L(t) is the pollutant concentration as a function of time

(Bella and Dobb ins, 1968). The first term represents the effect of

longitudinal dispersion. The second stands for the rate of addition

and subtraction of pollutant due to stream flow, termed advection.

The third term represents the rate of deoxygenation by biochemical

decomposition of an organic pollutant. The fourth stands for the

rate of atmospheric reaeration. And the last term is termed the rate

of addition or subtraction of dissolved oxygen along the stream due to

the minor influences.

Rather than using the available integratiQn app.roximationS such

as Simpson's rule or the trapezoid rule, which cannot be used with

partial differentials, the finite difference techniques replace the differ-

ential elements with finite difference terms and summations are made

over distance and time. This technique avoids the necessity of
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water stream system.
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manipulating complex differential equations and is easier to visualize

in physical terms.

A seconc method of modeling streams is a derivation of the

finite difference technique called the Lagrange method, also tenderly

referred to as ttoxcart. This method looks at a differential cell of

fixed volume which moves through the stream system at varying

intervals of time (Bella, 1967). This method is much more economi-

cal to use if the dispersion effect may be neglected and the rate of

polluted addition with time is known.

Both of these techniques can handle the variation of water

temperature, discharge, and hydraulic characteristics with time and

distance. Both were used in this study to estimate the impact of log-

ging debris on dissolved oxygen. Their development and results are

presented in following sections.



METHODS

Sampling Methods

The stream water and vegetation samples were collected using

the sampling methods outlined by Ponce (1974).

The stream water samples were collected in carboys at the Oak

Creek bed load experiment station about 1/2 mile north of the Pacific

Cooperative Water Pollution Laboratory. The samples were gathered

the same day experiments were initiated.

The vegetation samples were collected the day before experi-

mentation initiation so that the samples could be sorted and pro-

portionately mixed for maximum consistency and minimum bias The

material was stored in sealed plastic bags at 4°C until used

The Douglas-fir samples were collected approximately 1 /4 mile

northwest of the old grader shack on Oak Creek (NE 1/4, SE 1/4,

Sec. 18, T 11 5, R S W, W. M. ). Three trees were selected and limbs

cut from the north and south aspects of each tree. The limbs were

taken to the Forest Research Laboratory where the needles and twigs

were removed and segregated by age and aspect and placed in plastic

bags. Smith (1970) reports that the average percentage of needles

retained by Douglas-fir are: 30 percent current, 26 percent one-year,

20 percent two-year, 13 percent three-year, 8 percent four-year and
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3 percent five-year. The needles were proportionately combined and

thoroughly mixed.

Western hemlock samples were collected from behind Waldo Hall

on the Oregon State University campus. The procedure for collection

was identical to the method used in collecting Douglas-fir samples

except 1) only current, one-, two- and three-year-old vegetation was

collected and 2) the proportion of needle mix was: 46 percent current,

41 percent one-year, 11 percent two-year and 1 percent three-year-old

growth (Smith, 1970).

The red alder vegetation samples were from near the Sulfur

Springs gate of McDonald Forest (NE 1/4, SW 1/4, Sec. 5, T 11 5,

R 5 W, W. M.). Three trees were selected and stacks of leaves were

picked and placed in plastic bags. The leaves were then cut into 2 cm

squares, being careful not to excessively damage the leaves.

Analytical Methods

Biochemical Oxygen Demand Analysis

A11BOD determinations were made using the Hach manometric

BOD apparatus. The apparatus consists of a 500 ml bottle connected

to a closed-end mercury canometer. The sample to be tested is

placed in the bottle with a magnetic stirring rod and sealed.
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As the microorganisms oxidize the organic matter in the sample,

the dissolved oxygen is depleted. The magnetic stirring bar continu.-

ally agitates the sample allowing the enclosed air (21 percent oxygen)

to replenish the depleted dissolved oxygen. As the oxygen is utilized

a pressure deficit results and is registered on the mercury manometer.

The addition of a few drops of 45 percent potassium hydroxide solution

to a cup suspended above the sample removes any carbon dioxide pro-

duced by the oxidation of the organic matter. The absorption of carbon

dioxide by the potassium hydroxide solution eliminates the positive gas

pressure that would have been exerted by the carbon dioxide. Oxygen

may be easily replenished to the system by simply breaking the seal

between the manometer and the bottle. The test may again be

resumed by resealing the system.

The Ha.ch manometric BOD technique allows continuous monitor-

ing of the oxygen demand exerted with time using only a few samples

as compared to the standard dilution technique explained in Standard

Methods (APHA, 1971). The Hach method also eliminates the need

for diluting the samples.

The Oak Creek stream water is assumed to have a sufficient

viable bacteria population to consume the organic matter and to con-

tain the necessary trace salts and nutrients for microorganism growth

and reproduction. Thus, no bacteria seed or nutrient solution is

added to tests run on stream water samples.
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Mass Concentration Dependency Tests. Four levels of debris

loading were tested to determine if the BOD concentration (mg 02/gm

dry weight) was dependent on mass concentration. The tests were con-

ducted on Douglas-fir, western hemlock and red alder leachate at con-

centrations of 1. 0, 2. 0, 3. 0 and 4. 0 gm fresh weight per 244 ml of

stream water.

The leachate was obtained by drawing samples from bottles,

continuously mixed and open to the air, at regular 2-day intervals.

Each sample was filtered through a glass fiber filter (grade 934AH).

The sample bottle was rinsed with distilled water to remove any large

organic particles. The sample was returned to the bottle and sealed

in the Hach BOD apparatus for 20 days at 20°C.

Leachate BOD and K1 Determination. The determination of BOD

concentration and decay rate constant (K1) of Douglas-fir, western

hemlock, and red alder leachate were conducted with the mass

concentration dependency test. The purpose of this test was to deter-

mine the BOD concentration of leachate in stream water with time and

to test for variations in K1 with time.

As previously mentioned, the vegetation-stream water samples

were filtered after 2, 4, 6, 8 and 10 days. The filtrate contained the

amount of leachate which had leached from the needles or leaves

during the time period minus the amount which had decayed during the

same time period. The samples were subjected to Hach manometer
0analyses at 20 C and 20 days duratton.



The manometric data .were then fit to the curve:

L(20) = L (1
e1t)

u

where L(20) is the quantity of oxygen used in 20 days (mg 02/gm dry

wt), Lu is the potential demand of the leachate or the asymptotic limit

of the BOD curve (mg 02/gm dry wt), K1 is the BOD decay rate con-

stant (1/day) and t is time (days). This fit was accomplished using a

least-squares subroutine available on the CDC 3300 computer at

Oregon State University.

Determination of K4. The leaching rate constant (K4) of

Douglas-fir, western hemlock and red alder vegetation was deter-

mined by combining the results of leachate BOD concentration and K1

tests with manometer BOD data collected by Ponce (1974). The data

collected by Ponce represented the oxygen demand exerted over time

by the portion of the leachate which decayed during that time period.

If the leachate BOD concentration at time t is added to the BOD

exerted up to time t, the result is the total amount of leachate leached

from the vegetation up to time t. These calculated data points were

then fi to the curve:

-K4tS=S (l-e
t 0

where
St

is the pollutant (mg 02/gm dry wt) which has been Leached

from the slash over the time interval t = 0 to t = t, 5 is the initial
0

pollutant in the slash (mg 02/gm dry wt), K4 is the leaching rate
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constant (1/day), and t is the time (days). The computed leachate

data were fit to equation (26) using the same least squares subroutine

referred to in the preceding section. -

Temperature Dependency Test. The purpose of this test was to

determine the effect of temperature on K]P
K4 and BOD concentration

K1, K4 and potential BOD concentration were evaluated at 15°, 200

and 27°C. These tests were made to examine the possible effects of

the extreme temperature differential found in streams through clear-

cuts on the Leaching rate and subsequent decay of leachate. The tests

were conducted using the same procedure outlined for the leachate

BOD concentration tests.

Nitrification

The purpose of this experiment was to verify the findings of

previous studies that nitrification does not have a significant influence

on the BOD of small mountain streams.

Nitrification is the oxidation of ammonia to nitrite and nitrate

Nitrification in sma-lI mountain streams has not been extensively

documented. In fact, literature concerning nitrification in small

mountain streams is nearly nonexistent. Nitrification of sewage was

first demonstrated in 1877 by Schloesing and Muntz. Since then, the

occurrence of nitrification has been found in a wide variety of

polluted waters rich in nitrogen compounds.
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Nitrification occurs when nitrifying bacteria oxidize ammonia

and nitrite in the presence of oxygen. The two reactions take the

following form: -

ZNH3
+ -) 2NO2 + 2H + 2H20 (27)

2NO2 + 02 + 2H ) 2N0 + 2H (28)

Because oxygen is utilized in the process nitrification may be a

significant sink of oxygen in the dissolved oxygen process in streams.

The primary source of oxygen for nitrification in stream water

is the dissolved oxygen. As the nitrifying process proceeds the dis-

solved oxygen is depleted. This effect, if it exists, must be accounted

for in the dissolved oxygen balance. Nitrification may enter into

manometric BOD determinations as a form of interference. With the

use of 'N-serve', nitrification can be inhibited so that the carbona-

ceous oxygen demand can be isolated. - The oxygen demand of nitrify-

ing bacteria generally is not significant until after 8 to 10 days because

of the relatively low initial population levels.

Several factors or conditions must be met fórnitrificationto

occur. First, nitrifying bacteria must be present in the stream water

or in the organic matter added to the water Second, if the bacteria

are presents there must also be a surplus of readily available nitrogen

compounds. A surplus means that there is excess nitrogen beyond the

nitrogen demand of the carbonaceous bacteria. Available nitrogen
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compounds refers to nitrogen which is in relatively accessible form

such as urea, ammonia salts, or ammonium carbonate, Relatively

unavailable and unaccessible forms of nitrogen include plant and

animal protein such as RNA, DNA, ariino acids and protein. Even

though forest litter is composed of 1. 5 percent nitrogen by dry weight,

much of it may not be in a readily accessible form for nitrification.

Twelve treatments were examined for the BOD exerted and the

amount of nitrogen present in various forms over a 20-day period.

The contents of each treatment are listed in Table 2.

The first four treatments examine the main effects of stream

water alone on the nitrification process. Treatments 4 through 8

look at the nitrification properties of blended vegetation in distilled

water. The last four treatments (9- 12) were designed to evaluate

whether or not nitrification can occur in stream water with an organic

load of blended Douglas-fir needles.

The amount of ammonium chloride to be added was computed on

the basis of two criteria; 1) the NH4CI level should not be toxic to the

microorganisms in the system and 2) NH4CI levels shoul4.be great

enough to provide enough NH for significant nitrification; Accord-

ing to these guide lines, no more than 18. 6 ppm NH4CI should be added

(see Appendix IV for calculations). If 18. 6 ppm NH4CI is used and

the reaction were to go to completion, the resultant oxygen demand
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Table 2. The design matrix of the experiment on the significance of
nitrificatjon in stream water.

Treatment
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Oak Creek
stream water xx xx xx x x

Double distilled
water & basic
salts xx xx
Douglas- fir
vegetation x x x x x x x x x

Amm oni um
chloride x x x x x x

Nitrifying
bacteria
seed x x x x x x



would be 25 ppm. This would also result in the production of 2 1. 5

ppm NO3

The basic salt solution in Table 3 was added to the double dis-

tilled water to provide a known level of essential minor elements as

constituents of the salts and to act as a buffering agent.

Table 3. Composition of the double distilled water and basic salt
solution.

The nitrifying bacteria seed was a 375 mg portion of freeze-

dried Nitrosomonas and Nitrobacter or approximately 10 to 106

cells /liter.

The 12 treatments were placed in one-liter beakers arranged on

magnetic stirring plates. Two 244 ml samples of each treatment were

placed in Hach manometer bottles at 20°C, and the DOD followed for

Zo days. Two hundred ml samples were drawn on days 0, 5, 10, 15

51

Dipotassium phosphate (K2HPO4) 0.02175 gm

Calcium chloride (CaCl2 . 6HQ) 0. 0275 gm

Magnesium sulfate (MgSO4 7H20) 0. 0225 gm

Disodium hydrogen phosphate
heptahydrate (Na2HPO4 7H20) 0.0334 gm

Ferric chloride (FeCI3 . 6H20) 0. 00025 gm

Potassium dihydrogen phosphate (KH2PO4) 0. 0085 gm

Double distilled water (deionized) 1,000 ml
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and 20. These samples were filtered and analyzed for organic nitro-

gen, NH4 N, NO2 N, and NO3 N. The suspended solids were

analyzed for organic nitrogen. Ammonia nitrogen concentration was

determined using distillation followed by nesslerization, Standard

Methods sections 132 and 212 (APHA, 1971). Nitrate-nitrogen con-

concentration was determined using both the zinc reduction method

and the Brucine method, Standard Methods sections 213A and 213C

(APHA, 1971). Nitrite-nitrogen was determined using section 134 of

Standard Methods (APHA, 1971). Organic nitrogen was determined

by distillation and nesslerization of the filtrate followed by a total

Kjeldahl analysis plus a microkjeldahl analysis of the suspended

solids remaining in the filters.

Leachate Composition Tests

The purpose of this test was to observe the rate and amount of

sugars and phenols leached with time from Douglas-fir, western

hemlock and red alder vegetation. The results of this experiment will

be used to help describe the process of the leaching of organic sub-

strate from fine debris.

Previous attempts to separate the leaching process from the

biological decomposition of leachate were inconclusive due to incom-

plete sterilization of the leaching samples (Ponce, l974) Ponce

(1974) used 2. 706 ppm HgCl2 to poison the stream water and
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vegetation. HgCl2 has been shown to be a. good bacteriocide but not an

effective fungicide (Schaumburg and Atkinson, 1970). Because fungal

colonies did develop in the tests conducted by Ponce (1974), quite

probably some of the sugars and phenols were assimilated by the

organisms resulting in erroneously low values.

The test conducted in this study utilized a procedure of gas

sterilization by ethylene oxide. Ethylene oxide has been extensively

used to sterilize wood (Smith, 1967) and soil samples (Bartlett and

Zelazny, 1967). The ethylene oxide gas is capable of penetrating

wood and moisture with relative ease, providing almost complete

- sterilization.

Thirty samples (1 gm) of each species (Douglas-fir, western

hemlock and red alder) and dissected Douglas-fir twigs were placed

in open-mouthed, plastic vials (5 dram). The vials were placed on

wire racks which were in turn placed inside three layers of plastic

garbage bags (20 gal capacity). A shallow pan of water was placed

in the bags to maintain a high humidity in the enclosure. The high

humidity tended to maintain the freshness of the vegetation and

increase the sterilization effectiveness of the ethylene oxide. A

Z1-ounce canister of 11 percent ethylene oxide was opened inside the

bags. The bags were immediately sealed and left for 24 hours under

a well ventilated hood. The samples were then moved to a clean

transfer room.
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Clean bottles (125 ml capacity) and caps were filled with 100 ml

of distilled water and autoclaved. The bottles were immediately

sealed and transported to the transfer room. In the transfer room

the vegetative samples were placed in the bottles and the bottles

res ealed.

Three samples of each type of vegetation were taken on day 1)

3, 6, 8, 10, 13, 15, 30, 60 and 90 following sterilization1 The drawn

samples were filtered and sent to the Forest Products Department of

the School of Forestry, Oregon State University, for sugar and phenol

analysis.

The phenol analysis results were expressed as gallic acid

equivalents per gm (dry weight) of sample. The determination was

made with phosphomolybdicphO5Ph0tung5ttC acid reagent according to

Singleton arid Rossi (1965).

Sugar analysis results were expressed as mg glucose equivalents

per gm (dry weight) of sample. The sugar determination was made

with Somogyi reagent arid 0. 892 gm KSO3/l reagent. Ti.trations were

made with 0.012 N thiosulfate. This procedure has beeni described by

Somogyi (1945) arid Hodge arid Hofreiter (1962).

Three determiniati.Onis of both sugar and pheniolic conicenitratiOni

were run for each sample. Duplicates for each si.nigle sample agreed

withi.ni 5 percent for sugars and 10 percent for phenols.



Model Development

As previously mentioned in the review of literature, the tech-

nique of converting exact differential equations, such as equation (24),

into integral approximations is termed the finite difference technique

This technique is most meaningful when the system is first defined in

finite-difference terms and then solutions are derived using a mass

balance approach. In this way the physical activities of the dissolved

oxygen exchange process are expressed as finite-difference relations

These partial solutions may be combined as a group to describe the

spatial and temporal variations of the dissolved oxygen balance.

The finite-difference conceptualization of the actual physical

stream is basic to understanding the modeling terminology. The

surface waters of a stream may be thought of as a series of completely

mixed cells each of length Ax. As shown in Figure 4 the cells are

numbered from upstream to downstream, with the center of the cell as

the reference point. It follows that the spatial location of the inter-

face between two cells, n and n + 1, i.s defined as n + 1/2. In general,

when an attribute is spatially described by a whole number (n) it

represents the average value of that attribute through the cell (n).

Attributes which are designated by n + 1/2 or n - 1/2 are considered

to be the mean value of that attribute at the respective interfaceS

Although attributes may be averaged over the cell length, they are
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never implicitly averaged over time. The values of attributes are

recorded at the beginning time (t) and end time (t + t) of each inter-

val of time (st). -

The concentration of dissolved oxygen in any cell n at any time

t may be expressed as C(n, t). L(n, t) is then the leachate concentra-

tion in cell n at time t. A(n,t) represents the average cross sectional

area of cell n at time t. Since mean water velocity, U, and the longi-

tudinal dispersion coefficient, are always used as products with

A, then UA(n + l/2,t) will be referred to as the total flow rate or dis-

charge across the interface between cells n and n + 1 at time t, and

DLA(n + l/2,t) will be termed the value of the mean total dispersion

coefficient at the interface of cells n and n + 1 at time t. The term

w(n + 1/2, t) is defined in the dispersion activity as a small volume of

water which is transferred across the interface of cells n and n + I

during an interval of time t.

By applying a mass balance analysis to each of the activities of

the surface water system, it can be said that the mass per unit

volume in cell nat time t + t is equal to the mass per unit volume in

cell n at time t plus the change in mass per unit volume during the

time period at. In the following section dispersion, advection, leach-

ate addition, decay of leachate, deoxygenation, and atmospheric

reae ration solutions will be developed individually following roughly

the same finite-difference derivation of Bella (1973).



Finite-Difference Equations

Longitudinal Dispersion, in finite-difference terms may be

thought of as an exchange of equal volumes of water between adjacent

cells. For any cell n, the rass of leachate leaving the cell during

the time interval t may be given by:

w(n-1/2,t) L(n,t) + w(n+1/2,t) L(n,t) (29)

The first term represents the efflux across the n - 1/2 interface to

cell n - 1 and the second term is the efflux across the n + 1/2 inter-

face to cell n + 1. Conversely, the mass of leachate entering cell n

from adjacent cells during t is:

w(n-1/2,t) L(n-1,t) + w(n+1/2,t) L(n+1,t) (30)

The summation of equations (29) and (30) equals the change in mass

of leachate in cell n during the time period t due to dispersionS By

applying the mass balance approach solving in terms of leachate con-

centration, the concentration of leachate in cell n at time t + t is:

L(n, t + t) = L(n, t)

w(n- 1/2, t)
+A(nt) ax L(n+1,t) - L(n,t)I

-7

w(n+l /2, t)
+ A(n, t)

{L(n+1, t) - L(n, t) 1 (31)

The longitudinal dispersion coefficient, DL may be defined as

the product of the volume rate of water exchanged per unit of cross

sectional area with the effective mixing length (Bella, 1973). In



finite-difference terms, the effective mixing length is x and the

volume rate of water exchanged per unit of cross sectional area is:

w (32)
A t

Thus,
w xDLAt

DL A t

Substituting equation (34) into equation (31) leads to:

L(n, t + t) = L(n, t)

DLA(N_l/Z,t) t
+ [L(n-1,t) - L(n,t)1

2
A(n,t) x

DLA(N+l.Zt) t
+ [L(n+l,t) - L(n,t)1

2
A(n, t) ox

To prevent instability errors it is necessary that the volume

exchanged during any interval t not be greater than the total volume of

any one cell. This leads to the requtrernent that:

DLt
< 1/2 (36)

The longitudinal dispersion of dissolved oxygen is handled the

same as the dispersion of leachate. The dispersion equation for
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and

w =



oxygen is the same as equation (35) with L replaced by C

Advection is the transporting and diluting effect of water moving

through the surface water cells from upstream to downstream on

leachate and dissolved oxygen. This activity may be thought of as the

transfer of a given volume of water from cell to cell down the stream0

The volume of water transferred into cell n is equal to the product of

the flow rate or discharge across the n - 1/2 interface with the time

interval at:

UA(n-l/2,t) t (37)

Since this volume comes from cell n - 1, then the leachate mass

transferred into cell n during t is:

UA(n-l/2,t) t L(n-1,t) (38)

Similarly, the amount transf-erred out of cell. n to cell n + 1 is:

UA(n+l /2, t) at L(n, t) (39)

The sum of equations (38) and (39) represents the change in

leachate mass in cell n during t due to advection, By applying a mass

balance to cell n and solving for leachate concentration

L(n,t + t)
L(n, t) A(n, t)
A(n,t+t)
UA(n-l/2,t) L(ri-1,t) t

+ A(n,t+t)x
UA(n+l/2,t) L(n,t) t

A(n,t + t) x

A stability requirement is that no more water can be transferred

through a cell than there is in the cell, which leads to:

(40)
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Ut x (41)

Further, if

Ut < x (42)

a numerical mixing error is produced which must be corrected by a

pseudo_dispersion coefficient given by:

= [x-Ut] (43)

(Bella, 1968)

Again, the effect of advectiori on the dissolved oxygen concentra-

tion is identical to equation (40) with L replaced by C.

Leachate addition to the stream is directly proportional to the

amount of leachate remaining in the slash and the time interval t. In

other words, the addition of leachate is equal to the decrease in.the

leachate level in the slash over the time period. The mass of leachate

in the slash associated with cell n at time t is S(n, t) A(n, t) x. The

change in slash leachate over t is given by:

-K4(n, t) t [(1-8) S(n, t) A(n, t) x

+ 9 S(n,t + t) A(n,t + t) x] .(44)

where K4 is the leaching rate constant and 9 is 3 weighting function

(0 < 9 < 1) used to approximate the average leachate mass in the slash

over the interval t. When x and t are small enough to assume

the change in leachate with time is linear, then 9 = 0. 5. Applying the

mass balance yields the mass of leachate remaining in the slash after



S(n, t + t) A(n, t + t) x S(ri, t) A(n, t) x

[i -.5 K4(n,t) t]

[i +. 5 K4(n,t) t]

The change in leachate mass in cell n is equal but opposite in sign to

the change of leachate in slash. However, a portion of the leachate

added to the cell n comes by way of addition to cell n - I and subsequent

advection into cell ri during the time interval it. Likewise, a portion

of the leachate added to cell n during the time period it is advected to

cell n + 1. Thus the change in leachate concentration over t due

to leaching is:

L(n, t) A(n, t)
+ (iL(n, t + t) - A(n,t+t)

(S(n, t) A(n, t)
\. A(n, t + t)

Ut
2 x

( [1-.5K4(n,t) t]

L1 - 5 K4(n, t) t]

(U t \ S(n- 1, t) A(n- 1, t)
2Lx) A(n,t+t)

([1-.5K4(nt) Lt])
[1+.5 K4(n,t) ttJ

Decay of leachate and deoxygenation. The decay of leachate in

the surface water is proportional to the amount present arid the length

of the time interval t. The mathematics involved in deriving the

(46).
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effect of leachate decay are identical to the leaching effect. Thus, the
change in leachate concentration due to biochemical decay is given by:

L(n, t + it) (Ln, t) A(n, t) 1- K1 ( n, t) it

)A(n,t+t) (1+.5 K1(n,t) tt

The deoxygenation caused by the biochemical decay of leachate
is equal to the change in leachate BOD concentration over t:

L(n, t)A(n, t) [ (1 .5 K1( n, t) M
A(n,t + t) L - t.l+ .5 K1(n,t) tt

Thus, the decrease in dissolved oxygen concentration over it in the

mass balance equation is:

C(n, t + t) C(n,t) i(n,t)
A(n,t+t)

L(n, t) A(n, t) r
LA(n,t+t) 1

(l_ .5 K1(n,t) it
.5 K1(n,t) t (49)

Atmospheric reaeration is the stabilizing effect which tries to
force the dissolved oxygen concentration of a body of water to satura-
tion. Reaeratjon is proportional to the deficit between C(n, t) and the

saturation concentration C(n, t). The change in dissolved oxygen due
to atmospheric reaeration during, a time interval it is:

5 (n, t) t [C( n, t) - C(n, t) ] + [C(n, t + t)

- C(n,t + Ml) (50)
By applying a mass balance, the dissolved oxygen concentration in



cell n at time t + it may be computed from:

C(n,t+it) =
C(n, t)(1-.5K2(n,t)t) + . 5K2(n, t)it[C (n, t) + C(n, t+t) I
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Equations (35), (40), (46), (49) and (51) maybe combined to

form the finite-difference model of the impact of logging debris on

dissolved oxygen of the surface waters of streams This section is

the central body of the simulation of the simultaneous occur renice of

longitudinal dispersion, advection, leachate addition, leachate decay,

deoxygenation, and atmospheric reaeration. However, these equations

alone are useless until data from the real system are cojiected,

predicted arid manipulated to a usable form. The following is a

description of the process of ass imilationi of available data arid the

assumptions involved.

Calculating Finite -Diffe renice Variables and C onstants

Stream water temperature. Potential BOD and all rate con-

stants are dependent on stream water temperature. Water tempera-

ture in turn fluctuates both yearly arid diurnally due to seasonal arid

daily changes in thermal radiation. Water temperature may significantly

increase as a stream flows through a clearcut. This increase is

proportional to the incident net solar radiation which strikes the water

surface and inversely proportional to the flow rate or discharge.

[ 1 + 5 K2(n, t) t I (51)
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Variations in stream water temperature may be described

empirically by relationships based on previous temperature records
of yearly and diurnal water temperature fluctuations. Mean monthly

maximum and diurnal water temperature data of Flynn Creek (Brown

and Krygier, 1970) in Oregons Coast Range were used to develop two

stream temperature functions to describe yearly and diurnal water

temperature variation.

A sine curve was fit to the mean monthly maximum water

temperatures of the Flynn Creek data. This relationship gives the

mean monthly maximum water temperature as:

T 4.Scos{t(l.99l02x107) 3.665191+52.5m

where Tm is the mean monthly maximum stream temperature during
month m in °F, t is time of the year in seconds to midmonth from 0600,

January 1. All trigonometrj functions presented in this text are in
radians. Similarly diurnal water temperature variation about the

mean monthly maximum was also fit to a sine curve. The water

temperature at any time during the early morning hours (0400 to 1000)

thay be given as:

T = -1.8 sin {t (1. 09083 x 10) - 1.9634951 + Tam m

where T is the morning water temperature in °F and t is. time ofam

the day in seconds from 0600 hours. Midday and evening (1000 to

0400 hours) water temperature is given as:

(52)

(53)



T = 1.7 sin {t (5. 45415 x lOs) - 0. 981748 + Tm
pm

where T is the afternoon and evening water temperature in °F and
pm

t is time of the day in seconds. These two functions, equation(52)

and equations (53) and (54), and the data they were fit to are plotted

in Figures 5 and 6.

This model has been designed to describe the maximum impact

of slash on dissolved oxygen of small streams. This maximum occurs

when water temperature is also maximized, which in turn is maxi-

mized by clear days and no rainfall. For these reasons no attempt

was made to model the random effects of clouds and rainfall on stream

water temperature. This is reasonable since the period of interest

is June through September when there is very little rain and mostly

clear weather prevails.

Equation (52) and equations (53) and (54) will be used to estimate

the incoming stream water temperature at the top of a clearcut.

As previously reported, the change in stream water temperature

through a clearcut may be estimated by equation (23) (Brown, 1969).

This equation requires that the net solar radiation flux density (BTU/

ft2 mm) be known. Maximum daily net solar radiation in a clearcut

is a function of the daily maximum altitude (h) of the sun above the

horizon. The altitude of the sun is, in turn, a function of latitude and

time of year. The daily maximum altitude of the sun above the horizon

(54)
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at 450 N latitude may be estimated by:

h = 25 cos [ t(1. 99102 x 10) - 2, 9760 1 + 45 (55)

where h is the maximum daily altitude of the sun in degrees and t is

time in seconds of the year from 0600 January 1. Equation (56) is the

result of a sine curve fit to data from a solar altitude table for 45° N

(List, 1966). Equation (55) and the data it was fit to is plotted in

Figure 7.

Net daytime thermal radiation incident to a nonforested stream may

be estimated by the fitted equation:

Rad = (0. 07h + 0. 3) sin {t(7. 722O5 x 10) 1 (56)

where t is time in seconds of the dy from 0600. Nocturnal radiation

for the clearcut is given by:

Rad = 0.5 sin [t(7. 272205 x 1O) 1 (57)

Net thermal radiation for a forested stream can be estimated by

the fitted equations:

Rad = -0.75 cos[t(1.5444( 10)] (58)

for daytime hours (0900 to 1500) and

Rad = 0.3 cos [t(4.84813 x 10) I (59)

for nighttime (1500 to 0900 hours).
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Equations (56), (57), (58) and (59) were fit to net thermal radia-

tion data by Brown (1969). Equations (56) through (59) and Brown's

(1969) data are plotted in Figures 8 and 9

These temperature and radiation functions incorporate an

assumption that a body of water heats and cools linearly. This assump-

tion is true when clearcuts are less than 2,000 feet long and there are

negligible conductive errors due to solid rock stream bottoms (Brown,

1972). It also has been assumed that the slope of the stream channel

is close enough to zero to neglect aspect and that the surrounding

landforms do not significantly affect the heating or cooling of the

5 treamwate r.

Leachate BOD concentration and all rate constants are affected

by streamwater temperature. The effects of water temperature on

raw municipal sewage BOD and the first order reaction rate constants

have been studied extensively by Zanoni (1967). He found that the

first order reaction rate constants can be estimated at various

temperatures by:

= (0.796)(l. l26)(T1S)K2
; Range 2 to 15°C (60)

KT = (1. o47)(TZO)K Range 15 to 32°C (61)

KT = (1. 728)(0.
985)(T32)

; Range 32 to 40°C (62)

where KT and K20 are the value of the reaction rate constant at

temperature T and 20°C respectively. Equations (60), (61) and (62)
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will be used to adjust K1 and K4 values at 20°C determined in this

study and by Ponce (1974).

The effect of water temperature on pollutant BOD concentration

may be expressed by:

LT = L20[1 0.0113 (T-Z0) ; Range20 to 35°C (63)

LT = L20 [1 0.0033 (T-20) ; Range 2 to 20°C (64)

where LT and L20 are the leachate BOD concentration at T and 20°C

(Zanoni, 1967). Results from experimentation on the BOD of fine

logging debris by this study and Ponce (1974) will be used to estimate

L20.

The variation of K2 with water temperature is accounted for in

equation (12) for predicting atmospheric reaeratiOn.

The longitudinal dispersion coefficient for small streams may

be estimated by:
.8333

DL = 49.62 RH

where DL is the longitudinal dispersion coefficient in ft2 /sec, RH

the hydraulic radius of the stream channel in ft, U is the mean stream

velocity in ft/sec and is the Manning's coefficient (GI.over, 1964).

This approximation will be used to estimate DL for the simulated

stream. A sample solution for a dispersion coefficient is given in

Appendix V.

(65)



Input Data

The K1 and K4 values at 20°C used in this model were deter-

mined experimentally in the biological research portion of this study

and by Ponce (1974). K2 and DL were estimated using equations (12)

and (65) developed by Holtje (1971) and Glover (1964) respectively

The simulated stream was a composite of the various segments of

Berry Creek studied by Holtje (1971). Holtje's survey data of Berry

Creek provided the required hydraulic data for use in the model and

in the estimation of K2 and DL.

The degree of logging debris loading in a hypothetical clearcut

was based on studies conducted by Froehlich (1973) and Lammel (1973)

on natural debris and logging residue in headwater streams. Several

assumptions have been made to use their data in the dissolved oxygen

model. Lammel assumed the impact zone of a stream to be 30 ft

wide. It will be assumed that the distribution of slash across the

stream bed and along the stream length was constant. Froehlich

and Lammel did not include needles and leaves in their debris cal-

culations. Overtonetal. (1973), however, report that the estimated

ratio of needle to stem mass for old-growth Douglas-fir is 0. 17089.

By applying this ratio to the total weight of organic matter deposited

after logging, the amount of needles may be estimated. These

seemingly gross assumptions appear to be the most reliable available

and are used only as rough approximations.
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Another reasonable assumption is that a harvest operation

begins by felling the trees along the stream course first, then pro-

ceeding uphill. This assumption leads to two more conditions, 1) it

can be assumed that the majority of logging residue is deposited in the

stream during a relatively short time period (less than 8 hours), and

2) yarding will not begin for at least 2 to 3 weeks. These assumptions

mean that the debris loading can be assumed to be nearly instantan-

eous and that the debris will not be disturbed for 2 to 3 weeks after

deposition.

The streams to which this study applies are at low flow (0. 1 to

5 cfs) during the summer harvest and cannot transport significant

amounts of debris downstream. The depth of these streams varies

from 0. 1 to 2 feet and are 1 to 10 feet wide. Thus, logging debris

larger than 3 cm is not as likely to be submerged as is debris less

than 3 cm in size, all of which will be assumed to be submerged.

Furthermore, research on leachate BOD from logs indicates that even

if the larger debris is submerged, its effect on dissolved oxygen is

much smaller and more long-term in nature than that of finely divided

debris. Thus, it is assumed that the 20 to 90 day BOD of logging

debris is predominantly due to needles and twigs less than 3 cm in

size. A sample problem exemplifying the calculation of the loading

of logging residue is presented in Appendix II.



Model I

Model I may be diagrammatically represented as the flow chart

in Figure 10. Input data sets the start and end time, the flow rate

or discharge, 1<1 and 1<4 at 20°C and the conversion factor of mg BOD/

gm dry weight of slash. The stream to be simulated is input by seg-

ments of homogeneous hydraulic characteristics. The hydraiilic

characteristics entered are; average cross sectional area, mean

velocity, length of the segment, average width, slope of the channel

and hydraulic radius.

Conversion factors are calculated and constants for each seg-

ment (cell length, weight of slash, surface area and dispersion

coefficient) initialized as the data for each segment is input. The

stability checks indicated by equations (36) and (41) are also made at

this time.

Initial stream temperab.ire, mass concentration of slash,

leachate concentration and dissolved oxygen concentration are initial-

ized for each cell. For stream temperature, the temperab.ire routine

is called to calculate the stream water temperab.ire at the start time

for a forested stream using equation (52) and eqiiations (53) and (54).

The mass concentration of slash is determined from the weight of

slash in the cell divided by the cell volume. The leachate concentra-

tion is set equal to zero and the dissolved oxygen concentration is set
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equal to the saturated dissolved oxygen concentration at the given

stream temperature.

The boundary conditions are accounted for by a pre cell and a

post cell at the beginning and end of the stream. The precell has

water temperature equal to the incoming stream temperature, satura-

ted dissolved oxygen concentration, and zero leachate concentration.

The postcell takes on the same values as the last cell of the stream.

The actual simulation of the stream begins by calculating the

water temperature of the incoming water in the preceil and the radia-

tion flux density of the clearcut by equations (56) and (57). Time since

0600 January 1 and time of day since 0600 are incremented by If

it is a new day, time of day is reset to zero. The change in stream

temperature per cell is calculated from the radiation flux density for

the segment and by equation (23).

Each cell of the stream is updated to t + t by first adding the

temperature change for the cell, correcting the reaction rate constants

for temperature and evaluating each of the finite difference equations.

The scheme of contributing concentrations for calculating the concen-

trations in cell n at time t +t is shown in Figure 11. The concen-

trations in cell n at t + t are computed from the concentrations in

cells n - 1, n and n + I from the previous time period t and from the

concentrations in cell n - I during the present time period t + t. By

proceeding from upstream to downstream, then, the concentrations
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of cell n at t + At are always calculated from concentrations of pre-

viously determined cells. The following order was used to calculate

the concentrations in cell n at t + At: cba.nge in leachate in the slash,

equation (44); addition of leachate to the cell, equation (46); advection

of the leachate, equation (40); advection of dissolved oxygen, equation

(40a); dispersion of leachate, equation (35); dispersion of oxygen,

equation (35a); decay of leachate, equation (48); and deoxygenation

and atmospheric reaeration of dissolved oxygen, equations (49) and

(51). This order is logical, but in some cases arbitrary; for example,

the order of dispersion and advection. Any error contributed by

altering the order are minute and time-compensating.

The simulation continues in a downstream-fashion until the end

of the cléarcut is reached. Equations (58) and.(59) are then called to

estimate the incident radiation for a forested stream The simulation

continues until the end of the stream is. reached.

If the time is not greater than or equal to the end time, the

present concentrations which are subscripted t + At are changed to t,

time is incremented by At arid the simulation begins from the top of

the clearcut again. If the time is greater tbanor equal to the end

time, the output subroutine is called.

The output consists of monitoring ten points along the stream

course for diss olved oxygen concentration, leachate concentration,

leachate remaining in the slash and water temperature. The output



is displayed in tabular form on the line printer and as line printer

graphs.

Each component and subroutine of Model I was checked indepen-

dently against hand-calculated results. For example, the incoming

water temperature and change in stream temperature through a clear-

cut were first calculated and simulated for a simple stream of constant

hydraulic characteristics, By comparing these results, the tempe ra-

ture functions were made computationally correct. The addition of

leachate, decay of leachate, deoxygenation, and reaeration functions

were tested separately, and in combined form for a completely mixed,

constant temperature, one-cell model. Slug loads, constant loads,

leachate loading and various combinations of these loadings were

simulated and checked against the results from equations (11) and

(22).

The next debugging step was a one-cell model with all of the

model componerts except advection and dispersion. This one-cell

model was then expanded to a complete multicellular stream with

advection and longitudinal disprson. The complete model was thert

subjected to a sensitivity analysis to determirte the effect of various

lengths of it and x artd different hydraulic dimensions on dispersiort

and leachate concentration. Further runs were made, varying the

longitudinal dispersion coefficient directly, to determirte its impact on

leachate concentration.
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Longitudinal Dispersion and the
Lagrange Technique

Longitudinal dispersion can produce significant changes in leach-

ate concentration only when a steep concentration gradient exists

Because the actual value of DL is uncertain and can only be approxi-

mated by equation (65), it is appropriate to determine the magnitude of

erràr in leachate concentration if longitudinal dispersion is neglected.

Dobbins (1964) examined the effects of longitudinal dispersion on

steady and uniform stream flow. He used the one_dimensional stream

equations for leachate concentration and dissolved oxygen deficit

(equation 24) as ratios against themselves.with and without dispersiOfl

Dobbins (1964) found that the ratio (R) between equations with and

without dispersion were functions of the dimensionless parameter

U2/(Z K DL). As shown in Table 4, the effect of dispersion is

negligible for values of U2/(Z KDL) which exceed 1O.

Table 4. The relationship of U2/(Z K DL) and R (after Dobbins, l964)

u2 /ZKDL 1 10 20 40 100 200

82

R 0. 732 0. 954 0. 976 O..988 0. 995 c. 997 I. 000

The minimum value of U2 /(2 K DL) for the streams considered

in this study is greater than 130. Thus, it will be tentatively assumed

that the effect of longitudinal dispersion is iegligible.
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It can be seen from equation (43) that by making tt = tx/U, the

pseudodis pers ion due to advection becomes zero. This condition

leads to the conclusion that the factors affecting any given cell are all

downstream effects. That is, the concentration of cell n is never

affected by the concentrationof cell n + I either at time t or t + tt

By assuming that longitudinal dispersion is negligible, we can

now consider a small slice of stream of constant volume A x which

moves downstream with velocity U. Such a completely mixed cell

would experience no net advection nor dispersion. This eliminates

equations (35) and (40) from the finite difference model. As this cell

moves downstream, leachate is added and decays resulting in an

oxygen deficit and subsequent reaeration.

The finite difference equation of leachate addition may be solved

exactly for any finite time interval by solving equation (6) at time t

and t + t and taking the difference. Inspection shows that half of the

leachate is added between n - 1 and n - 1./2 from the slash between

n - 3/2 and n - 1/2. The other half is added between n - 1/2 and n

from the slash between n - 1/2 and n + 1/2 (see Figure 12). Thus,

the addition of leachate to cell A x during 1t is:

1 -K4t -K4(t+tt) ! -K4t -K4(t+tt)
(e - e )+ 5 (e e ) (66)

2 o(n-l) 2 o(n)

where tL is the change in leachate concentration, 5 is the
o(n- 1)



n4'2

n

Timet

AX Time2t+At

Figure 12. The addition of leachate to cell A x, ma'iing from
n - 1 to n during M.
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leachate remaining in the slash in unit n - 1 and S is the leachate
0(n)

remaining in the slash in unit n. This method of modeling enables one

to simulate the state of the surface water system at any time without

advancing from time t = 0 to time t by increments of it. That is, in

Model I the entire stream is simulated from t to t + it with all of the

cells updated to the same time. However, this second technique

allows a slice of water to move downstream at velocity U incrementing

time as it goes, meaning the downstream concentration is dependent

only on the concentration of the water immediately upstream of a

given point at any time and the beginning concentration may be derived

from analytic solutions. This permits one to choose any start time

for routing a slice downstream as compared to Model I where the

start time was always fixed at t + t. This second technique of

stream simulation was developed by Bella (1967) and is termed the

Lagrange method. This new model will be referred to in this study

as Model II.

Model II

The flow chart for Model II is shown in Figure 13. Model II

begins by reading input constants (begin time, end time, discharge,

20°C rate constants and slash loading), and calculating constants.

Next, the survey data for the stream is read in by segments. Constant

flow is checked, surface area of the segment is calculated, the BOD
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concentration of the slash is determined and the volume of the segment

is checked to see if it is a minimum. x and t are calculated by

dividing the smallest segment volume into 10 parts and making-at =

t.x/U. Segment constants are also calculated at this time.

The stream simulation begins by calculating the mean maximum

monthly stream temperature, equation (54), and by calculating the

maximum solar altitude for the day, equation (55). The incoming

stream temperature is calculated using either equation (53) or (54).

The radiation subroutine is called and the temperature change

per t is calculated. The average temperature of the first cell is

determined. The reaction rate routine is called to calculate the

reaction rate constants.

The addition of leachate is calculated by equation (66). The

leachate is added and decayed. The dissolved oxygen concentration is

deoxygenated and atmospherically reaerated. The resulting dissolved

oxygen concentration is checked to see if it is the lowest for the run.

If it is, then the distance, time and concentration of oxygen are

stored. Time and distance are incremented and the cycle of addition,

decay, deoxygenation and reaeration begins again.

If the end of the stream is reached, the minimum oxygen

concentration for the run is checked to determine if the minimum is

below the minimum for the previous run. If the minimum concentrá-

tion is still decreasing, begin time is incremented and the stream is
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simulated for the next run. If the minimum DO concentration for the

present run is greater than the DO concentration for the previous run,

then the begin time increment is divided in half and time incrementa-

tion is reversed. This minimum-seeking continues until the begin time

increment is less than 0. 1 hour, The begin time is backed up 0. 5

hours and incremented by 0. 1 hours for 10 runs. The dissolved oxygen

concentration, concentration of leachate, stream water temperature,

time and distance are recorded for each x and t of the ten runs and

output in tabular and graphic form on the line printer.

Model II was run for the same simple stream of constant

hydraulic dimensions used to test Model I. This was done without the

sensitivity search fo.r the minimum oxygen concentration, Instead,

begin time was incremented by 5 second increments for ZOO runs.

The results of Model I were compared to those of Model IL Model II

was then expanded to include the sensitivity search for the minimum

dissolved oxygen concentration and plotting the profile of the minimum

point with respect to time and distance,

A sensitivity analysis of Model II included adding and subtracting

s-lash to determine the loads which would result in critical oxygen

concentrations. Later, length of the clearcut was manipulated to

examine its effect on dissolved oxygen concentration,



RESULTS

BOD Test Results

Mass Concentration Dependency

The effect of mass concentration on the leaching rate constant (K
l

and the mean potential leachate BOD concentration (L) was examined to

determine if varying degrees of organic loading would have a signifi-

cant effect on leaching and the decay process. Four grams of fresh

weight vegetation per liter of stream water was the standard concen-

tration used throughout this study. This test compared the BOD

exerted by the standard mass concentration used in previous tests to

organic loads two to four times greater.

The mean K1 and potential leachate BOD concentration (L) for

varying organic loads are summarized in Table 5.

The term L is the potential BOD concentration of the leachate

averaged over ten days of leaching time for Douglas-fir and western

hemlock and 15 days for red aider. The high BOD value for western

hemlock at the 16 gm/I corcentration may be due to variations in the

sample vegetation or an isolated BOD test bottle. Test results on all

vegetation in this study consistently exhibited high variation.

An F test was used to test the null hypothesis that the mean

values of K1 and L are not significantly different at the various levels
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Table 5. The mean values of the BOD rate constant (K1) and potential
BOD of the leachate (L) of Douglas-fir, western hemlock
needles and red alder leaves at different mass concentra-
tions.

Mass concentration (gm fresh wtIl)
4 8 12 16

Douglas-fir
L (mg/gm dry wt) 24. 32 23. 94 26. 40 27. 48
K1 (1/day) 0.278 0. 184 0. 315 0.287

Western hemlock
L (mg/gm dry wt) 17.61 11.46 17.86 3L68
K1 (1/day) 0. 248 0. 118 0. 165 0, 277

Red alder
L (mg/gm dry wt) 33. 79 42. 36 38. 75 43, 83
K1 (1/day) 0. 143 0. 106 0. 102 0. 133
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of mass concentration for aty of the species tested. The null hypothe-

sis could not be rejected at the 1, 0 or 5. 0 percent level of significance.

This test was for all means, even the ones which seem to be excep-

tionally different. Each species was tested separately

Leachate BaD, K1 and K4

Leachate BOD and K4 values were determined from test data

fit to equation (26). The K1 values were from leachate BOD tests fit

to equation (25). The results of these determinations are presented

in Table 6,

Table 6. Experimentally determined values of L, K1
and K4 at 20°C

These values of Lu compare with ultimate BOD calculation by

Ponce (1974) of 110 mg 02/gm (dry weight) for Douglas-fir needles,

166 mg 02/gm (dry weight) for western hemlock needles and 286 mg

O2Igm(dry weight) for red alder leaves

Lu
(mg 02 1gm,

dry wt)

K1

(1/day)

K4

(1/day)

Douglas-fir
needles 138. 99 0.266 0. 189

Western hemlock
needles 18Z 59 0. 202 0. 089

Red alder leaves a26. 16 0. 121 0. 141
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It should be noted that, as shown in Table 6, the leaching rate

constant K4 need riot be greater than the decay rate constant K1. In

fact, K1 and K4 values are independent of each other. -

The amount of leachate leached from the slash with time was

determined by adding the BOD concentration of the leachate in the

stream water to the oxygen demand exerted for various lengths of

time. The results are the values of Lu and K4, The values of

leachate BOD concentration and its associated decay rate constant K

were determined from filtrate of vegetation which had been leaching

for various lengths of time. The results of these tests are shown in

Table 7.

The difference in leachate BOD concentration with time was

significantly different at the 1 percent significance level. The

leachate concentrations for Douglas-fir and western hemlock vegeta-

tion increase by 457 and 449 percent respectively from day 2 to day

10. The leachate concentration of red alder leaves remains somewhat

constant from day 2 to day 8 but decreases significantly by day 15

The decay rate constant of the leachate was found to not

significantly vary with time forany of thespecies tested. This

conclusion was reached from an F-test on the means of the K1

values at various times,

1
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Temperature Dependency

A preliminary investigation of the effect of streamwater temper-

ature on potential BOD, K1 and K4 yielded the results presented in

Table 8.

The experimental data correlates very poorly with the prediction

equations of Zanoni (1967). This experiment was run with very few

sample BOD tests. Such a test made it impossible to statistically ana-

lyze results. Ftirther, no regressions were run. on the temperature

data. because an ixisjifficient number of points were available to construct

a significant regression equation. In general, however, the potential

BOD and leachate decay rate constants tend to increase in value with

increasing water temperatures.

Nitrification Results

The results of the 12 nitrification experiments on blended

Douglas-fir vegetation are given in Table 9.

The BOD associated with the addition of 375 mg of freeze-dried

bacteria appears to be approximately 180 mg 02/liter. TheDouglas-

fir vegetation alone accounts for approximately 130 mg 02/gm (dry

weight). The mass concentration of vegetative loading was approxi-

mately 0. 5 gm (dry weight)/liter. The combination of vegetation and

bacteria yielded about 115 mg 02 demand/liter. This is only

94



apredicted values using 20°C data and Zanoni's (1967) temperature
corrections (equations 60-64).

95

Table 8. The effect of different stream water temperatures on the
potential BOD (Lu) the decay rate constant (K1) and the
leaching rate constant (K4) of Douglas-fir, western hemlock
and red alder vegetation.

Water temperature (°C)
15 20 27 35

Douglas-fir
Lu (mg 02 /gm dry wt) 138. 75 138, 99 140. 98 234. 35

(136. 70)a (149. 98) (162. 55)

K1 (1/day) 0. 184 0, 266 0. 196
(0. 212) (0. 367)

K4 (1/day) 0. 235 0. 189 0. 330
(0. 150) (0. 261)

Western hemlock
Lu (mg 02 /gm dry wt) 111. 31 182. 59 148. 91 262. 24

(179. 58) (197. 03) (213. 54)

K1 (1/day) 0 294 0, 202 0 153
(0. 161) (0. 279)

K4 (1/day) 0. 120 0.089 0. 161
(0. 071) (0. 123)

Red alder
L

u 226. 16 309. 86
(264, 49)
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40 mg of 02 greater than the vegetation alone, indicating an interac-

tion between the bacteria and vegetation

When ammonium chloride was added to streamwater without

vegetation, significant drops in total nitrogen occurred over a 20-day

period. When vegetation was present no decreases in total nitrogen

were observe&

In treatments where ammonium chloride was added to solutions

containing vegetation, nearly all ammonium chloride ammonia was

converted to organic nitrogen with no decrease in total nitrogen.

Nitrite nitrogen (NO2-N) never occurred at detectable levels

during the 20 days, By day 10, nitrate nitrogen (NO3-N) had fallen

to levels below detection.

Total suspended solids, however, increased by 1. 34 to 1. 88 gm

without corresponding increases in organic or total nitrogen, when-

ever vegetation was included in the treatment The small changes,

less than 0. 1 ppm, are most likely errors which can be attributed to

laboratory technique and limited sensitivity of the tests performed.

Leachate Composition Results

The leachate composition tests were designed to compare the

leaching of two leachate components, sugars and phenols, under

sterile conditions with the results obtained from the leachate BOD

analysis. The leachate data were fit to equation (26). The results of



this analysis are shown in Table 10.

Table 10. The ultimate sugar and phenol concentrations (S) and
leaching rate constants (K4) from 90-day data.

98

The leaching rate constant of western hemlock and red alder

sugars is greater than that for phenols. However,, the leaching rate

constants of red alder are ten times greater than those of western

hemlock and Douglas-fir.

The limit of the red alder phenol leachate curve is nearly three

times larger than that for Douglas-fir and western hemlock. The

sugar leachate limits are roughly the same for the three species.

The leachate leaching rate constants for Douglas-fir, in this test, are

about 1/4 the magnitude of those rate constants determined experi-

mentally (K4 = 0. 189). The leaching rate constants of western hem-

lock sugars and phenols are 67 and 52 percent of those determined

Sugars
(mg/I glucose equiv. )

Phenols
(mg/I Gallic acid equiv.

Douglas - fir
S (mg/I) 117.04 15. 99
I4 (1/day) 0. 049 0. 062

Western hemlock
S (mg/I) 86. 22 16. 16
K4 (1/day) 0. 060 0. 046

Red alder
S (mg/I) 136. 35 47. 72
K4 (1/day) 0. 880 0. 187
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from BOD tests (K4 0. 089). The leachate rate constant for red

alder phenols is only 133 percent of the BOD test result where K4 was

found to be 0. 141 per day. The leaching rate of red alder sugars is

7. 27 times larger than the BOD test analysis indicates.

Modeling Results

The modeling results are presented as a. comparison of the

hand-calculated solutions versus the simulated output for various

stream conditions and include a sensitivity analysis of model para-

meters. The hand-calculated solutions range from water tempera-

ture prediction to solutions for the cycle of leachate addition, decay,

deoxygenation and atmospheric reaeration. Sensitivity analysis was

applied in order to evaluate the impact of dispersion, varying the

organic loading and manipulating the size of the clearcut on the

dissolved oxygen regime of the simulated stream.

The test results of the stream water temperature function of

Model I and Model II are given in Table 11. The dates and time of

day were chosen to represent a varied, but representative, cross-

section of the possible conditions which occur during July.

The model output and hand-calculations agreed consistently

within ± 0. 0 1 °C. This indicates that the models' stream temperature

functions are computationally correct. Computationally correct

means that the temperature function for Model I and Model II



Table 11. Hand-calculated stream temperatures, in parentheses,
versus temperature estimated by simulation,
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Date Time

Incoming
water
temp.

(°C)

Water temp.
at end of

700 ft clearcut
(°C)

Water temp.
200 ft below

clearcut
(°C)

7-1

7-1

0600

1400

12.62
(12. 62)

14.06

12.62
(12. 62)

23.38

12. 53
(12. 53)

2360
(14. 06) (23. 38) (23. 60)

7-7 1000 13. 30 22. 53 22. 75
(13.28) (23.52) (22.74)

7-7 1800 14. 59 14. 59 14. 50
(14. 59) (14. 59) (14. 50)

7-13 1800 14.68 14. 68 14. 59
(14. 69) (14. 69) (14. 60)

7-14 0200 13.94 13.04 12. 88
(13. 95) (13. 06) (12. 89)

7-19 2200 14.61 13.71 13. 55
(14. 61) (13. 72) (13. 55)

7-20 0600 12. 91 12. 91 12. 82
(12. 91) (12. 91) (12. 82)

7-25 0600 12. 95 12. 95 12. 86
(12. 95) (12. 95) (12. 86)

7-25 1400 14. 39 23. 27 23. 49
(14.40) (23. 27) (23. 49)

7-31 1000 13. 50 22. 18 22.40
(13. 51) (22. 17) (22. 39)

7-31 1800 14.81 14.81 14. 73
(14. 82) (14. 82) (14. 73)
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1) follows the designed sequence of computations correctly, 2) calcu-

lates these computations correctly and 3) the results approximate the

actual conditions of Flynn Creek within 1 percent of published data on

streamwater temperature for this stream.

Table 12 shows how the simulated results of the cycle of leach-

ate addition, decay, deoxygenation and atmospheric reaeration

compare to hand calculated analytic solutions of a completely mixed

body of water at 14°C. The functions tested in these runs are used in

both Model I and Model II. In this test situation the body of water is

not a stream but a completely mixed container of water. Here again,

the results of the finite difference equations are easily within 1 per-

cent of the analytic solutions. Six more runs were made with various

combinations of loading. The results of these runs were comparable

with the results presented in Table 12. The results of the oxygen

balance functions were compared only to hand-calculated results of

known analytic solutions of completely mixed containers of water

and not to actual stream conditions.

It should be noted that negative dissolved oxygen concentrations

were listed In Table 12. This means that the system went anaerobic.

When this condition occurs, the analytic equations and Models I and II

no longer are applicable since they are aerobic system estimators.

During model runs described later, simulation will terminate if DO

becomes zero.
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The next step was to combine all of the corrected model com-

ponents plus the advection and dispersion functions which make up

Model 1 to simulate leachate concentration in a stream Model I was

then used to simulate 200 ft of a small stream with the following

constant hydraulic characteristics: velocity U = 0. 6 ft/sec, time

increment t = 16. 66 sec, distance increment x = 10 ft, leachate

BOD concentration of the slash S = 20,470 ppm, cross-sectional

2area A = 0. 42 ft , stream discharge Q = 0, 25 cfs, channel slope

= 0. 05 ft/ft and hydraulic radius RH = 0, 0822 ft. The estimated

longitudinal dispersion rate (DL) using equation (65) is 0. 1485 It2!

sec. The results of the simulation using Model 1 for such a stream,

where felling began July 1, are listed in Table 13

Leachate BOD concentration tends to approach an apparent

steady state after initial loading L,eachate addition during this

small time span is nearly a constant rate ranging from 0 073008 to

0. 072996 ppm/sec.

The longitudinal dispersion rate was increased in subsequent

runs until DL 0. 89 or about six times the estimated value for this

stream from equation (65). All other hydraulic parameters were held

constant. The results of this run are shown in Table 14. The value

of DL used in this run was 2. 7 times the largest estimated value of

DL for any of the hypothetical stream segments to be used in the final

Model II runs.



Table 13. Simulation results of Model I for t = l6 66
sec, x = 10 ft, U = 0. 6 ft/sec, S ZO. 470

2 °ppm, A 0.42 ft , Q = 0.25 cfs, 5L = 0. 05
ft/ft, K4 = 0.0822 ft and DL = 0. 1485 ft2 /sec.

Table 14. Results of complete Model I with t 16. 66
sec, x 10 ft, U = 0.6 ft/sec. S = 20, 470
ppm arid DL 0. 89 ft /sec.

104

Time since
loading

(sec)

Leachate concentration (mg 0/I)
10 ft into the 200 ft into the

clearcut clearcut
0 0 0

100 0. 428 3. 646

200 0.430 7. 166

300 0.430 10.69
350 0. 430 12. 38

400 0. 430 13. 64

800 0. 430 14. 62

1000 0. 430 14. 62

Time since
loading
(sec)

Leachate concentration (mg 02 /1)
10 ft into the

clearcut
200 ft into the

clearcut
0 0.0 0.0

100 0. 320 4. 03

200 0.321 7.84
300 0.321 11.77
350 0.321 1389
400 0. 321 14. 31

800 0.321 14.61
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To test the theoretical reasonableness of Model I, longitudinal

dispersion was forced to zero and the results of Table 15 compared

to hand calculated solutions from equation (11) at 333. 3 sec, the time

at which a moving cell would reach the 200 ft point of the stream

after starting from the top of the clearcut.

Table 15. Results of complete Model I with t = 16. 66 sec,
= 10 ft, U = 0.6 ft/sec, S0 = 20,470 ppm and

DL 0.0 ft2/sec.

The hand calculated solution of equation (11) is 14. 61 mg 0/I.

This compares closely with the steady state levels given in Tables 13-

15. These results also indicate that: 1) longitudinal dispersion has

the greatest impact when the stream is initially adjusting to the

leachate addition and the concentration gradients are steepest; 2) with

no longitudinal dispersion, the quasi-steady state concentration is

reached much faster than with dispersion and 3) the quasi-steady state

concentrations are within 0. 27 percent of each other.

Time since
loading
(sec)

Leachate concentration (mg 02/1)
10 ft into the

clearcut
200 ft into the

clearcut
0 0.0 0.0

100 0. 355 4. 26

200 0. 355 8. 52

300 0. 355 12. 79

350 0. 355 14. 58
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The test runs for Model I were run with t = .x/U to make the

pseudo-dispersion effect of advection in equation (43) nearly equal to

zero. This was done to separate the advection error from the longi-

tudinal dispersion effect.

Model II was first used to simulate the leachate concentration

pattern in the same stream of constant hydraulic dimensions used to

examine Model I. Model II utilizes a control volume concept rather

than a fixed x and tat. The volume of the smallest segment is com-

puted from values for cross sectional area and length and divided by

10. This volume is termed the control volume. This makes the slice

of water or control volume which is routed through the stream a con-

stant volume throughout the stream and allows at least 10 time

iterations for each segment of the stream. The value of x for a

segment is found by dividing the control volume by the average

cross sectional area of the segment; t is then x/U. For this

stream the control volume was 0. 42 ft3, x = 1. 0 ft and tt = 1. 666

sec. The simulation results of Model II are given in Table 16.

The quasi-steady state concentration shown in Table 16 closely.

agrees with those obtained using Model I (Tables 13-15) and handy

calculated evaluations of equation (11). Even though the results were

comparable, the runs for Model I required 35, 0 computer seconds

while a comparable run for Model II required only 6. 67 computer

seconds. Model II is also more flexible in that the start time for



routing the volume through the stream is left to the

the user.

Table 16. Results of Model II with U = 0.6 ft, S0 = 20,'±.
ppm, x = 1. 0 ft, it 16. 66, A 0, 42 ft2,
SL = 0. 050 ft/ft and RH 0. 0822 ft.

Model II was then used to simulate the hypothetical stream

described in Appendix VL A clearcut was chosen which would contain

1000 ft of stream or less to the nearest whole stream segment. Thus

the clearcut used included 991 ft of the hypothetical stream. This

run included the minimum-seeking function for DO. A minimum

dissolved oxygen concentration of 5. 72 ppm was found to occur at the

5890-foot point and 7. 3 hours after initial organic loading. These

results appear to be reasonable because the estimated point of mini-.

mum oxygen concentration for a simple slug load of 2Q0 ppm from the

bottom of the clearcut using equation (18) was calculated to occur at

approximately 7200 seconds of travel time below the bottom of the

clearcut or at approximately 4300 ft. This approximation would place

Time since
loading

(sec)

Leachate concentration (mg O/l)
1 ft into the

clearcut
200 ft into the

clearcut

0 0.0 000
350 0.120 14.61

400 0. 120 14.61

800 0. 120 14. 59

1000 0. 120 14. 58
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the occurrence of the minimum DO concentration 5291 feet below the

top of the clearcut. Secondly, these oxygen concentrations are riot

extraordinary when compared to minimums of 0. 60 ppm dissolved

oxygen found by Hall arid Lantz (1969).

The results of the simulation of this 6000 ft hypothetical

stream with 991 ft of clearcut are depicted in Figure 14 and 14a The

DO curve with distance is very similar to the DO sag curve shown in

Figure 2. Stream temperature increases through the clearcut,

begins to level off but does not drop as it flows on through the

forest. This is expected from the results of Brown etal. (l97l)

Also evident from Figure 14a are the diurnal fluctuations of DO arid

water temperature with time.

The slash loading of the hypothetical stream was increased

from 3. 74 to 10.0 lb/ft2 of stream surface. This resulted in a

minimum of 3. 7 ppm of DO at the 5890 foot point and 7. 3 hours after

falling. These results are graphically represented in Figures 15 arid

iSa. The point and time the minimum oxygen level occurred on the

stream were found to be independent of the degree of slash load. The

value of the minimum DO level, however, is not independent of slash

loading. It was also found that the minimum daily DO was continu-

ously below the "critical oxygen level (6. 0 ppm) for 3 days following

felling with a slash load of 3.74 lb/ft2 and 13 days with 10 lb/ft2.
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A third case was modeled where the clearctit was increased

from 991 to 1473 ft with 3. 74 lb of slash/ft2. A clearcit length of

1473 ft was chosen because we wished to increase the 991 clearcut length

by about 50 percent (to the nearest whole stream segment) in order to

examine the effect of this increase on the leachate concentration,

DO and temperature. Figures 16 and 16a show that the location of the

minimum DO point on the stream, the timing and the magnitude of the

minimum DO when compared to Figures 14 and 15 are dependent on

clearcut length. The minimtim DO level of 4. 6 ppm occurred at

6000 ft, 7. 4 hours after felling. For this case the minimum daily DO

concentration remained below 6. 0 ppm for 18 days following clear-

cutting. The actual DO sag did not occur on the modeled portion of the

stream but is estimated to occur at about the 6500 foot point.

A simulation run was also made on the 991 ft clearcut with

10. 16/ft2 of slash load where the stream temperature was not allowed

to increase above the incoming streamwater temperature. This test

was designed to isolate the effect of leachate decay and resulting

deoxygenation from the impact of large iflcreases in streamwater

temperature. The resultant minimum DO concentration was 8. 28

ppm. The saturated oxygen concentration for the same point was

10. 16 ppm. The minimum point of DO occurred at 7. 6 hours at 4891

ft from the top of the clearcut.
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1000 2000 3000 4000 5000
DISTANCE DOWNSTREAM (tz7.3 hr)

Fhzure 16. SimulatiOn results of Model II, 1473 ft clearcut, 3. 74 lb

slash/ft'.
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The objectives of this project were to examine the impact of

logging debris on dissolved oxygen concentration in small mountain

streams. The subject matter has been presented in two major

categories; biological testing of the leaching and decay of leachate

from logging residue, and modeling the impact of logging debris on the

dissolved oxygen balance of small mountain streams, The biological

tests were necessary to evaluate the biochemical oxygen demand, the

leaching rate and the way in which fine logging debris oxidizes with

time in order that oxygen depletion parameters for the oxygen balance

model of small mountain streams could be determined.

Biochemical Oxygen Demand Relations

From the results of the mass concentration dependency test pre-

sented in Table 5, it appears that potential BOD of leachate (mg O/

gm dry weight) is not dependent on mass concentration of the slash.

Potential BOD of leachate and the decay rate constant (K1), however,

are dependent on species. The leachate decay ratecOnstant (K1)

also is independent of mass concentration.

The experimentally determined values of the potential BOD of

leachate (Lu) the decay rate constant (K1) and the leaching rate con-

stant (K4) are independent of one another. The value of K1 may be
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greater than K4 or vice versa, and the values of K1 and K4 do not

depend on or affect S (Table 6).

The tests on leachate concentration with time demonstrate -that

the difference between the leachate that has decayed and the leachate

which remains in the stream water is an important and dynamic para-

meter of leachate BaD. Table 7 illustrates that the red alder

samples had high initial levels of reserved leachate which decreased

with time. Douglas-fir and western hemlock needle solutions had low

initial leachate reserves which increased during the first 8 to 10 days

and then gradually decreased with time. The leachate decay rate

constants computed at various times through these tests indicate

that the leachate composition is rather consistent with time, or at

least the decay characteristics do not vary significantly with time.

The potential BOD of leachate in slash (S), values of K1. and

K4 appear to be dependent on stream water temperature (Table 8).

Because only a few complete tests were run at only three different

temperatures1 it is difficult to draw many conclusions. However,

the experimental data seem to deviate significantly from predictions

made by using Zanoni's (1967) temperature functions for raw munici-

pal sewage.

It is very apparent from the BOD test results that the Hach

manometric technique is very imprecise. Variation as large as 10 to

15 percent were considered to be excellent results. Major problems
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were encountered with this technique. Vegetative samples were so

small that large variations in leaf and needle composition resulted.

It was very difficult to obtain a good seal between the sample bottles

and manometers causing erroneously low exerted BOD values. The

Hach manometers and bottles are not large enough to run tests for long

periods of time without breaking the fragile seal to replenish the

oxygen and reset the manometers. And, the manometric technique

in its present design does not allow for continuous recording of

exerted BOD. Although the Hach manometric apparatus is not well

suited to measure BOD of logging debris, the manometric technique is

still. the best known method and could be redesigned to yield excellent

results. Another promising technique is the oxygen gas analyzer

which would allow for larger, more representative samples and

continuous data recording.

Nitr ificat ion

The results of the nitrification experiments in Table 9 indicate

that both a readily available source of carbon and nitrogen must be

present in the stream water for nitrification to occur. The treat-

ments of stream water and ammonjum chloride and stream water,

ammonium chloride and bacteria showed drops in total nitrogen in the

system. This could be interpreted to mean that the NH ) NH3

(gas) until an equilibrium was reached. Also, total organic nitrogen



remained constant throughout the 20-day period indicating that the

bacteria did not have enough carbonaceous substrate to grow or repro-

duce. The BOD test further supports this hypothesis in that the treat-

ment of stream water, ammonjum chloride and bacteria had a 20-day

BOD 170 mg 02 /1 greater than the treatment without bacteria. The

only way such a BOD could have been exerted is if the bacterial seed

began feeding upon itself or was consumed by other organisms.

The other four treatments with ammonium chloride registered

increases in organic nitrogen equal to the decreases in ammonia-

nitrogen. Of these treatments, the ones seeded with bacteria

experienced more rapid conversion of the NH4+ to organic nitrogen.

The differences in BOD between samples with and without bacteria,

which contained vegetation, distilled water, and ammonium chloride,

is roughly equal to the BOD predicted for nitrification in Appendix IV.

These results indicate that when both vegetation and ammonium were

available to bacteria, nitrificatjon did occur.

In natural streams, both available nitrogen and organic matter

are limiting for nitrification. With the addition of organic matter or

available nitrogen alone, nitrification cannot occur to a significant

extent. However, when both are added, nitrification may play a sig-

nificant role in the BOD and biological activities.

The marked increase in suspended solids with time, even

though there was no corresponding decrease in nitrogen forms, may



be explained by the biosynthesis of dissolved solids by organisms

with a high carbon to nitrogen ratio.

Thus, the nitrification process in small mountain streams

appears to raise more questions of nutrient pathway or cycling and

fixation than those relating to oxygen demand.

Leachate Relations

The results of the 1.eachate composition tests (Table 10) indicate

that there is significant difference between the leaching rates deter-

mined under "natural" and sterile conditions. This difference may be

due to the interaction of microorganisms with the leaf and needle

structure which may either increase or decrease the leaching rate.

The leaching rates of Douglas-fir and western hemlock sugars

and phenols appear to be much. smaller under sterile conditions.

Conversely, the leaching rate of red alder sugars and phenols are

much larger under sterile conditions. This leads to a hypothesis that

microorganisms interact with Douglas-fir and western hemlock

needles to increase the leaching rate and react with red alder leaves

to decrease the leaching rate.

Recommendations for Model Use

The purpose of this modeling effort has been to construct a

computer simulation of a small mountain stream which describes the
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dissolved oxygen concentration, leachate level and water temperatare

with time and distance-throagh a clearcut where slash has been allowed

to accamulate in the stream channel. This model was designed to be

used by researchers to examine the sensitivity of DO concentration

to several real-world input patameters including stream channel

hydraulic dimension, leaching rates of slash, decay rates of leachate,

reaeration rates, and the distribution of slash following clearcut

harvesting.

The final product, Model II, which utilizes the Lagrange tech-

nique has been shown to be both computatiorially accurate and flexible.

Just as important, Model II is economically feasible to ase both for

experimentation arid research and later as a resource management

tool. However, Model II in its present state should riot be used to

make predictions upon which important management decisions are to

be based, since this model has not been fully validated by real-world

data.

The output results of Model II appear to be reasonable in that

they compare closely to hand-calculated approximations of the timing

and location of the DO minimum. Also, the magnitude of the minimum

is within reason when compared to the data gathered by Hall and Lantz

(1969). Incoming water temperature data compare well with data

collected by Brown and Krygier (1970) for Flynn Creek. Further, the

input data required are relatively easy to gather. Such data as
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cross sectional area, mean velocity, segment length, stream width,

channel slope and hydraulic radius may be gathered by a reconnais-

sance survey of the stream of interest.

Model II has already been used to make preliminary investiga-
tions and observe the characteristics of the impact of logging debris

on small mountain streams. The first of these tests were to deter-
mine the effect of longitudinal dispersion on leachate concentration.

As shown in Tables 13 and 14, longitudinal dispersion tends to

I) increase leachate concentrations in a stream segment where

concentrations are initially low and decrease the concentration of seg-
ments with high leachate levels until the concentration grad ient has

stabilized, 2) decrease the rate at which the leachate concentration

reaches its limits, and 3) have the greatest impact when the concen-

tration gradient is steepest.

Further manipulations of stream data have shown that 1) the

timing and magnitude of the point of minimum DO is very dependent

on clearcut length and the resulting high stream temperatures, 2) the
amount o!f slash loading is important but does not have nearly as large
an impact as clearcut length, 3) DO concentration fluctuates diurnally
with stream water temperature and 4) these fluctuations may depress
the daily minimum DO concentration to "critical" levels for several
days.
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A simulated run with the stream water temperature maintained

at the incoming water temperature at the top of the clearcut, resulted

in a dissolved oxygen deficit of only 1. 88 ppm and a minimum DO of

8. 28 ppm. This analysis tends to support a hypothesis that the large

increases in stream water temperature and its effect on the leachate

arid dissolved oxygen parameters is largely responsible for the

extremely low levels of DO resulting from clear cutting.

It should be noted that the simulated stream was 3 to 6 ft wide,

0. 1 to 0. 9 ft deep and had a discharge of 0. 25 cfs. The change in

stream temperature with time and distance was assumed to be linear

and a function of stream width, discharge and thermal radiation.

As previously mentioned the effects of conduction and nonlinearity

were not accounted for in this modeL From Figures 14- 16, it is

evident that conduction and nonLinearty are significant since the simu-
0 0lated maxtmum temperatures of 35 to 40 C are much larger than the

31°C reported by Brown and Krygier (1970) for Needle Branch.

These errors may slightly change the magnitude and location of the

maximum oxygen deficit.

The next step in refining this dissolved oxygen model for

management use is to validate its predictions against a real-world

system. First, a sensitivity analysis must be conducted on all model

parameters to determine their relative importance and how closely

they must be measured or estimated. These parameters include
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everything from estimating the distribution and amount of logging

debris in the stream to measuring average mean velocity of a stream

segment to predicting the effect of stream temperature on the rate

constants K1, K2, and K4.

This type of analysis would lead to a full scale test of the model

on a real-world system. Any such testing must eventually include the

complete process of harvesting and monitoring the model parameters

and comparing predicted to actual results for trial validation.

Methods which may be less expensive and not require such a concen-

trated research effort would consist of two smaller projects. One

study should be made to determine the distribution and amount of sub-

merged slash deposited during logging operations. A second project

could check the accuracy of the simulated results presented in this

study by loading known amounts of finely divided slash to a stream

such as Berry Creek.

After validation this model could be used by resource managers

to estimate the impact of various timber harvesting techniques atd

their application on the dissolved oxygen of small mountait streams.

Model LI may eventually be used to predict 1) if a planned harvest unit

which would result in downstream DO levels below 6. 0 ppm, 2) how

long a clearcut could be made without stream cleanup and still keep

DO concentrations above 6. 0 ppm or 3) how much fine debris would

have to be removed from a clearcut stream to avoid criticalu oxygen

levels of less than 6. 0 ppm.
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A great deal of care and discretion must be applied when using

this model or any model to predict the impact of manipulating a real-

world system. Only after exhaustive testing and trial use can a model

such as Model II become a standard management tool. It should be

noted that even though Model II does show great potential for accurately
simulating the dissolved oxygen balance of small streams, dissolved

oxygen is not the only parameter of water quality nor is it the only

threat to fish survivaL Serious attention must still be paid to such

factors as sedimentation, debris obstruction and stream water tem-

perature.



SUMMARY

The results of this project have explained several areas of

concern about the BOD decay process of Douglas-fir needles, western

hemlock needles and red alder leaves Further, this study has pro-

vided several conclusions about modeling the impact of fine logging

debris on the dissolved oxygen balance of small mountain streams

Leachate BOD (L ) and the leachate decay rate constant (K
u 1

are not dependent on mass concentration of fine slash in stream

water.

The biodegradation of finely divided logging debris is a two-

stage process. First, the leachate enters the stream water in

proportion to the amount of leachate remaining in the slash..

And then this leachate decays at a rate proportionate to the

amount in the stream water.

The leaching rate constant may be determined by adding the

reserve leachate BOD concentration at various times to the

BOD exerted up to those times and subsequently fitting these

data to an exponerttial decay function.

The values of potential leachate concentration (L), the decay

rate constant (K1) and the leaching rate constant (K4) appear to

be dependent on stream water temperature.
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Leaching samples of needles and leaves can be successfully

sterilized using ethylene oxide gas sterilization techniques.

Nitrification does not appear to significantly influence the

BOD-decay process of finely divided logging debris without the

addition of available nitrogen.

7 Longitudinal dispersion is negligible under most small

mountain stream conditions.

A finite-difference model can be successfully- used to predict

minimum DO levels following timber harvesting in an accurate,

flexible and economical fashion.

This model may be used to predict the effects of increased

loading and varying clearcut length on the dissolved oxygen

concentrations of small streams.

The minimum level of DO resulting from the decay of finely

divided logging debris is more dependent on length of the clear-

cut and the resulting increases in stream temperature than

debris concentration. This leads to the conclusion that the most

feasible method of preventing low DO levels is by manipulating

clearcut length and the use of buffer strips rather than debris

removal.



SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

Further research on the BOD and oxygen depletion parameters

of logging debris should be carried on in several categories. In some

cases existing prediction models and research may be modified or

validated such as the prediction of the atmospheric reae ration rate

constant or the quantification of 20°C C1, and Lu values. Other

areas of question may require original or intensified examination

such as the effect of water temperature on rate constants and BOD or

the distribution and quantity of submerged slash following timber

harvest operations.

A reexamination or refinement of the existing atmospheric

reaeration rate constant prediction models is needed to reduce the

large variations between estimated and measured values and to pro-

duce a model which has been validated by tests on real-world systems.

The prediction model currently used in Model LI has never been

validated on small turbulent streams.

Values of C1 and Lu may be more accurately quantified by

gas sterilization of vegetative samples, leaching them over long

periods of time (20 to 90 days), and bacterial seeding of filtered

samples to determine
l and L. The value of I may be determined

in a like manner by drawing samples at regular intervals to determine

leachate concentration with time. The effect of temperature also may
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be examined by repititions of these tests at various incubation

temperatures.

More field work i.s needed to determine how submerged slash i.s

distributed in small mountain streams, both across the width and

longitudi.nally, following logging. The amount of fine slash reaching

streams must also be quantified for a range of conditions in order to

estimate the leachate concentration in the slash (S ).0



SUGGESTIONS FOR MODEL REFINEMENT
AND VALIDATION

Model U has been checked arid rechecked against hand-calculated

solutions and available data to assure that it is computationally

correct. Computationally correct means that the model correctly

computes the programmed mathematical expressions and makes these

computations in the right sequence as outlined in the flow chart

presented in Figure 13. This leaves the correctness of the input data

and the theoretical validity of the rate functions to be completed.

Sensitivity analysis must be run for all input parameters to determine

how accurately and precisely they must be examined to produce the

desired accuracy and precision as outlined on p. 36.

The largest obstacle ahead is validation of this model. Model II

must be compared to a real-world system and reevaluated. Possibly

the entire modeling technique is inappropriate and reconceptualization

is necessary. Or, perhaps only particular functions are erroneous

and must be fine-tuned or resimulated. The process of model valida-

tion, illustrated in Figure 17, is a cycle of research and experi-

mentation resulting in field observations of the real world, data

analysis, studying model behavior and program synthesis, question-

ing existing hypotheses and assumptions, designing new experiments

and continuing with more research and experimentation.
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L = leachate BOD concentration in the stream, ppm 02 demand

L = initial leachate BOD concentration in the stream, ppm 02
demand

L leac hate BOD concentration per mass of slash, mg 02 /'gm

dry wt

L(20) = leachate BOD concentration per mass of slash exerted in 20
days, mg 02/gm dry wt

= Manning's roughness coefficient

= rate of constant pollutant addition, ppm 02 demand/day

P = wetted perimeter ft

Q = discharge, cfs
2

Rad = net thermal radiation, BTU/ft sec

RH = hydraulic radius, ft

S = leachate DOD concentration in slash per unit volume of
stream water, ppm 02 demand

SL = slope of the channel bed, ft/ft

initial leachate BOD concentration in the slash per unit
volume of stream water, ppm 02 demand

time, day or sec
0

water temperatures F

average mean flow velocity, ft/sec

the shear velocity, ft/sec

effective volume of dispersion transfer, ft3

weight of slash loading per square foot of stream surface
area, lb/ft2

unit of longitudinal length measured in the direction of

stream flow, ft

p
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S =
0

t =

T =

U =

=

w =

W

x

=



Debris
size
(cm)

APPENDIX II

DETERMINING SLASH AND LEACHATE CONCENTRATION IN A
STREAM AFTER A CONVENTIONAL CLIEARCUT

From Lammel (1973), the average width of the streamside zone

for the small stream in the clearcut unit he studied was 19 feet wide arid

the predominent vegetation was western hemlock. The distribution of

debris weight by size is given in Table 17.

Table 17. The weight of logging debris by size accumu-
lating in stream channels after a conventional
clearcut (after Lammel, 1973).

Weight of debris
(tons /100 ft of stream)

before after after
felling felling yarding

The total amount of fine debris (twigs) less than3 cm:in diameter

added following felling was:

(0. 2 12-0. 049) + (0. 284-0. 155) = 0.292 tons /100 ft

The total amount of organic debris added following felling was:

(23.618-6.461) = 17. 157 tons/l00 ft

0-1 0. 049 0. 212 0. 149

1-3 0. 155 0. 284 0.218

3-10 0. 527 0. 928 0. 802

greater than 10 5. 730 22, 194 4. 370

Total organic
debris 6.461 23. 618 5. 540



Overtonetal. (1973) report that the ratio of needles to stem mass

is approximately 0. 17089. Thus, the amount of needles added to

the stream after felling was:

(17. 157) (0. 17089) 2. 932 tons /100 ft

The total amount of needles and twigs, then, was

932 + 0.292 = 3.224 tons /100 ft

This may also be given as:

3.224 (2,000)
- 3. 394 lbs /ft2 of stream surface100 x 19

The potential leachate BOD of hemlock slash at 20°C is 0. 18259

lb 02/lb slash. The potential BOD of the computed slash load is:

394 (0. 18259) = 0.620 lb 02/ft2

The leachate concentration of the slash may then be computed from

the hydraulic dimensions of the stream segment by:

s 0.620B
o A

or in general,

S
0

L WB
u

A

where 5 is the BOD concentration of leachate in the slash in lb 0 /ft3,
2

L is the potential leachate BOD of the slash in lb 0 /lb of slash,u 2

W is the dry weight of slash per ft2 of stream surface area, B is the

average width of the segment and A is the average cross sectional

area of the segment.
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APPENDIX III

DERIVATION OF LEACHATE BOD CONCENTRATION (L)
AND DISSOLVED OXYGEN DEFICIT (D) FOR A

COMPLETELY MIXED BODY OF WATER WITH TIME

The change in leachate concentration with time may be given by:

dL -K4t---- -K1L+K45e
0

Separating the variables yields:

dL -K4t
- + K1L = K4 S e

0

K1t
By multiplying equation (69) by (e ) leads to:

K1t TdL ) -K4t K1t
e (%+K1L = K Se e40

.a&L
K1t K1t -K4t K1t

e +KLe =KSe e4odt 1

K1t
The left side of equation (71) may be replaced by (e L)

K1t -K4t K1t
(e L) = KSe e40

Integrating both sides and removing constants from the integral:

gives:

K1t

JK4
-K4t K1t

e L S e e dx
0

-K4t K1tKSe e dx4o
- K1t ( t(K1-K4)L =KSe le dx4o

-K1t
L e
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Integrating the right side results in:

Substituting (79) back into (77) leads to equation (11):

-K4t
K S

-K1t
40\KSe e

L
4o

- K1-K4 0 KK4)

The change in dissolved oxygen concentration with time is

given by:

dt -K2D+K1L (16)

Substituting (11) into (16) yields:

KKS
1 4 K4t -K1t -K1t

(e -e )+KLe-K2D+ K1-K4 1 o
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(80)

When t = 0,

L =

L = L

-K t
K S e

1

40
- K4tKSe40

rt(K1-K4)

I (76)

(77)

(78)

(79)

K14
-K1t

+cK S e4°K1 - K4

0

L KR + K45 c

L
11' +¼ KS K4 - K14o



Separating the variables results in:

K KS -Kt Kt Kt- (e -e 1)+K1Le 1

+K2D 1 40 4

- K1-K4

K2 t
By multiplying (81) by (e ), leads to:

K2t(dD K K S -K4t K1t140
e + K2D) eK2t (e - e

- K4

-K1t K2t+Le e
0

Upon integrating both sides arid removing the constants:

K2 t
e D = e

K2t K1K4S -K4t -K1t
(e -e )dx

1
K4

I -K1t K2t+KLe e dxlo
KKS

1 4 -K2t I t(K2-K4)
e j e dx

- K4

- K2t
K K 5 e t(K2-K1)14o

K1-K4
dx

-K2t t(K2-K1)
+KLe e dxlo

Integrating the right side results in:
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1 t(K2-K4)K KS4o KZtIe +cD
= K1-K4

e
LKZ-K4

D

K KS14o
K1 - K4 KzKi

t t(K2-K1)-K2t
I e+ K L e
L K2-K1

+ C410

-K2t K2t -K4t -K2tKKSe e e cKKSe14o 14o
(K1-K4) (K2-K4) + (K1 - K4)

-K2t K2t -K1tKKSe e e140
(K1-K4) (K2-K1)

-K2t K2t -K1tKLe e e -K2tlo
+ + KLce1 o4

+C23

(K2 - K1)

where c is equal to (c1 - c2).

Combining terms and simplifying leads to:

- K4 t
KKSe14o
(K1-K4)(K2-K4) +

-K2t
cK K S e14o

(K1-K4)

-K1t -K1t
KKSe KLe -K2t14o 10

1 o4- (K1-K4)(K2-K1) + (K2-K1) + K L c e

When t = 0, D = ID
0

(87)

- K2 t r
e



K KS cKKS K KS14o l4o 140
0 - (K1-K4)(K2-K4) + K1-K4 (K1-K4)(K2-}c1)

+KLc104

cKK5 K KSl4o 14o+ KLc D -K1-K4 1 o 4 o (K1-K4)(K2-K4)

KKS14o

+
KL10

K2 - K1

KL \elol

(K1-K4)(K2-K1)

KLlo
- (K2-K1)

Substituting (89) back into (87) leads to equation (22):

-K4t -K1t K1tKKSe KKSe KLe
D 140 140 lo

- (K1-K4)(K2-K4) - (K1-K4)(K2-K2) + (K2-K1)

( KKS
0 14o

- (K1-K4)(K2-K4) + (K1-K4)(-K1)

-K2t
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(89)
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- K4 t
KKS e14°

D
= (K1-K4)(K2-K4)

-K1tKLe -Kt10 2+D e
+ (K2-K1) 0

-K2t
K KS e14o

- (K1-K4K2-K4)

- K2t
KLe1°
(K2-K1)

D
= (K2-K4

+

/KS
I 4o
( K1-K

-K1t
K KS e14o

(K1-K4)(K2-K1)

- K2t
KKS e14°

(K2-K1)(K1-K4)

-K t -K2t -K2t
(e -e )+ e

K1
L

K S \ K1t -K2t4 o\
+ (KK) 0 - K1-K4) (e - e
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9 (32)oxygen
4 (18)arnmonium

Thus,

APPENDIX IV

DETERMINATION OF THE OXYGEN DEMAND OF
NITRIFICATION OF AMMONIUM CHLORIDE

If ammonia is completely oxidized by microorganisms it

follows the pathway:

4 NH 0 ) 4 NH3 + 2H20 (92)

4 NH3 + 6 02 ) 4 NO2 + 4 H + 4 H20 (27)

4NO2+202+4H > 4NO3+4H (28)

or,

4 NH + 9 02 4 NO + 6 H20 + 4 H (93)

bacteria

An oxygen demand of 25 mg O/l would be of sufficient magni-

tude to be detected. Thus, how much NH4CI is required to produce

such an oxygen demand and what will be the resulting NO3 concentra-

tion if the NH4C1 is completely oxidized? Oxygen reacts with

ammonium in proportion to the following ratio:

25 mg oxygen
x mg ammOnium

4 (18) 25
x mg of ammonium = 9 (32)

- 6. 25 mg

147

The addition of 6. 25 mg NH or 18. 56 mg NH4CI per liter could

result in 25 mg 02 /1 of nitrogenous demand if the NH is completely



oxidized. This would also produce 21. 525 mg/l NO3 or 4.86

mg/l NO3-N.
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APPENDIX V

DETERMINATION OF DISPERSION COEFFICIENTS

From Glover (1964), the longitudinal dispersion coefficient is

highly dependent on the relationship of the hydraulic radius (RH) and

the shear velocity (*). Glover (1964) has listed several values of

DL/Ru p.* for varying hydraulic conditions the value given for small

open channels and rectangular flumes varies from 5. 86 to 13. O

This leads to:

D = 13R }.L* (94)
L H

p.* may be estimated by:

= (95)
C1

where C1 is the Chezy coefficient which may in turn be approximated

by:

1 486 1/6
C1- RH

where is Manning's roughness coefficient.

Substituting (95) and (96) back intO (94) leads to:

13R6U
- DL 1.486

5 /6
DL = 49.6ZRH U

For the simulated stream of Appendix VI, with a Manning's

(96)

(77)

(65)
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roughness coefficient of 0. 04, the values of DL range from 0. 105

to 0. 328 ft2/sec. The value of Dobbin's (1964) dimensionless para-

meter to indicate the impact of dispersion, U2/(Z K DL) (Table 4),

varies from 130. 74 to 198. 41. The ratio of oxygen or pollutant

concentration with dispersion to the concentration without dispersions

R, is about 0. 995 to 0. 997. Thus, the effect of maximum longitudinal

dispersion on concentration is less than 0. 5 percent of conditions

with rio dispersion.



Cross Average Average
sectional mean Segment segment Channel Hydraulic

Segment area velocity length width slope radiiis
niimber (sq ft) (ft/sec) (ft) (ft) (ft/ft) (ft)

Slash load 3.7241 lb/ft2
1 .64103 .39 22.40 3.00481 .00240 .19078
2 .29762 .84 14.40 4.05844 .20920 .08135
3 .50000 .50 10.80 5.76923 .00520 .08471
4 .58140 .43 11.90 6.70841 .02110 .08499
5 .27473 .91 7.30 2.57555 .11570 .10007
6 .39063 .64 16.80 4.18527 .01780 .09021
7 .58140 .43 11.90 6.70841 .02110 .08499
8 .39063 .64 16.80 4.18527 .01780 .09021
9 .39063 .64 16.80 4.18527 .01780 .09021

10 .50000 .50 19.40 9.37500 .05290 .05288
11 .29762 .84 14.40 4.05844 .20920 .07135
12 .14045 1.78 18.40 2.34082 .36760 .05770
13 .43103 .58 17.00 4.97347 .04980 .08440
14 .14045 1.78 18.40 2.34082 .36760 .05770
15 .78125 .32 10.80 5.85938 .00010 .12879
16 2.50000 .10 26.40 4.31034 .00010 .46735
17 .29762 .84 11.40 4.05844 .20920 .07135
18 .50000 .50 10.80 5.76923 .00520 .08471
19 .51020 .49 10.00 5.46647 .02670 .09094
20 .29762 .84 14.40 4.05844 .2092O .07135
21 .64103 .39 22.40 3.00481 .00240 .19087
22 .58140 .43 11.90 6.70841 .02l'lO .08499
23 .50000 .50 10.80 5.76923 .00520 .08471
24 .29762 .84 11.40 4.05844 .20920 .07135
25 .29762 .84 14.40 4.05844 .20920 .07135
26 .27473 .91 7.30 2.57555 .11570 .10007
27 .64103 .39 19.10 4.18060 .0013.0 .14492
28 2.50000 .10 26.40 4.31034 .00010 .46735
29 .29762 .84 14.40 4.05844 .20920 .07135
30 .64103 .39 22.40 3.00481 .00240 .19087

APPENDIX VI 15 1

Table 18. Characteristics of each segment of a hypothetical stream
with a total length of 1473 feet and a clearcut length of
991 feet.



Table 18. Continued

Cross Average Average
sectional mean Segment segment Channel Hydraulic

Segment area velocity length width slope radius
number (sq ft) (ft/sec) (ft) (ft) (ft/ft) (ft)

2Slash load 3.7241 lb/ft

152

31 .29762 .84 11.40 4.05844 .20920 .07135
32 2.50000 .10 26.40 4.31034 .00010 .46735
33 .51020 .49 10.00 5.46647 .02670 .09094
34 .29762 .84 11.40 4.05844 .20920 .07135
35 .58140 .43 11.90 6.70841 .02110 .08499

36 .64103 .39 19.10 4.18060 .00130 .14492
37 .43103 .58 17.00 4.97347 .04980 .08440
38 .39063 .64 16.80 4.18527 .01780 .09021
39 .43103 .58 17.00 4.97347 .04980 .08440
40 .51020 .49 10.00 5.46647 .02670 .09094

41 .29762 .84 11.40 4.05844 .29020 .97135
42 .51020 .49 10.00 5.46647 .02670 .09094
43 .29762 .84 11.40 4.05844 .20920 .07135
44 2.50000 .10 26.40 4.31034 .00010 .46735
45 .14045 1.78 18.40 2.34082 .36760 .05770

46 .39063 .64 16.80 4.18527 .01780 .09021
47 .58140 .43 11.90 6.70841 .02110 .08499
48 .43103 .58 17.00 4.97347 .04980 .08440
49 .78125 .32 10.80 5.85938 .00010 .12879
50 .43103 .58 17.00 4.97347 .04930 .08440

51 .43103 .58 17.00 4.97347 .04980 .08440
52 .29762 .84 11.40 4.05844 .20920 .07135
53 .50000 .50 10.80 5.76923 .00520 .08471
54 .29762 .84 14.40 4.05844 .20920 .07135
55 .39063 .64 16.80 4.18527. Ql780 .:0.9021

56 .40323 .62 21.00 5.04032 .04000 .07810
57 .83333 .30 21.30 5.00000 .00510 .15835
58 .29762 .84 14.40 4.05844 .20920 .07135
59 .83333 .30 21.30 5.00000 .00510 .15835
60 .78125 .32 10.80 5.85938 .00010 .12879



Table 18. Continued
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Cross Average Average
sectional mean Segment segment Channel Hydraulic

Segment area velocity length width slope radius
number (sq ft) (ft/sec) (ft) (ft) (ft/ft) (ft)

Slash load 3. 7241 lb/ft2

61 .58140 .43 11.90 6.70841 .02110 .08499
62 .29762 .84 11.40 4.05844 .20920 .07135
63 .43103 .58 17.00 4.97347 .04980 .08440
64 .29762 .84 11.40 4.05844 .20920 .07135
65 .14045 1.78 18.40 2.34082 .36760 .05770

66 .40323 .62 21.00 5.04032 .04000 .07810

Slash load 0 lb/ft2
67 .29762 .84 11.40 4.05844 .20920 .07135
68 .78125 .32 10.80 5.85938 .00010 .12879
69 .14045 1.78 18.40 2.34082 .36760 .05770
70 .50000 .50 19.40 9.37500 .05290 .05288

71 .64103 .39 22.40 3.00481 .00240 .19087
72 .29762 .84 11.40 4. 05844 .20920 .07135
73 .83333 .30 21.30. 5.00000 .00510 .15835
74 .40323 .62 21.00: 5.04032 .04000 .07810
75 .83333 .30 21.30 5.00000 .00510 .15835

76 .39063 .64 16.80 4.18527 .01780 .09021
77 .29762 .84 11.40 4.05844 .20920 .07135
78 .78125 .32 10.80 5.85938 .00010 .12879
79 .39063 .64 16.80 4.18527 .01780 .09021
80 .51020 .49 10.00 5.46647 .02670 .09094

81 .51020 .49 10.00 5.46647 .02670 .09094
82 .29762 .84 11.40 4.05844 .20920 .07135
83 .50000 .50 10.80 5.76923 .00520 .08471
84 .43103 58 17.00 4.97347 .04980 .08440
85 .14045 1.78 18.40 2.34082 .36760 .05770.

86 .64103 .39 22.40 3.00481 .00240 .19087
87 .29762 .84 14.40 4.05844 .20920 .07135

88 .29762 .84 14.40 4.05844 .20920 .07135

89 .64103 .39 22.40 3.00481 .00240 .19087
90 .29762 .84 14.40 4. 05844 .20920 .07135



Table 18. Continued

Cross Average Average
sectional mean Segment segment Channel Hydraulic

Segment area velocity length width slope radius
number (sq ft) (ft/sec) (ft) (ft) (ft/ft) (ft)

Slash load 0 lb/ft2
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91 .50000 .50 19.40 9.37500 .05290 .05288
92 2.50000 .10 26.40 4.31034 .00010 .46735
93 .51020 .49 10.00 5.46647 .02670 .09094
94 .50000 .50 10.80 5.76923 .00520 .08471
95 .64103 .39 19.10 4.18060 .00130 .14492
96 2.50000 .10 26.40 4.31034 .00010 .46735
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C RT LIF 3XYGF' LREATIcN.
C PK?O PAT OF POLLLTM.T EaCv AT 20 JLGES CENTIGRADE.
C CUJST(J) P.t.FRSENTS TH EAREA1ION FCTCF WHIC4
C STA'i [GMT CHAACTFISTIC$ C(aNTIeuTE.
C IATE LW POLLLTAtT LEACHING.
C 'U'iO'1It TH JISTANC. AT WtIC RUlOXMIN OCCURS.
C U1QXMI.1 TH MOL APF'Q1MT1C,, IC Th /t.L(.L CF OXYGLN
C T T'E CITICAL FCINT.
C UNTIME Thi NUME CF SE.LCtOS PASSEQ SINC ELt'SI
C W 'OED TO STREAM.
C E.LUPt JF STRIAM
C STA .V[.AGE 3AIL INCOMIN(., STREAM TL'PEATLJ
C FÜR cNcjpI:: sT.
C STATTI1 REAO I AS Cy CF YEAH AT WPI1CH I TO EEGIN,
C CONVETJ TC SCONOS.
C TiP TMPLATU CF ATE 1i 61 vaN CELL.
C TIM SCONU OF T. .T I'iHICH T IP'lFCRPTICP..
C I CQLLCTEC.
C U AVLGE %IELOCITY CF TEAM SGLlT.
C 1.4 WJHT hF SLASH p:qFCGT I SEGMcT.
C XSLG(J) THE. LIGTli CF P'cNT J I. FE.T.
C YTIM TH APP-OxIMTc TIMZ 1bAT OXYP ATTtIN ThF
C CRITICAL. VALU
C Z tLTITuOE. uF L'N TC G'LUO.
C WJI1G TO
C



C

C APRYS UF SEGMENT 1NOAT ION MUST BE OIMENSIOpEC AT 157
C LEAST AS LARGE AS TIit C SEGMENTS.
C
C

C

INCLUJE COMMON
DIMENSION NOX ('.00) ,ASC(L.QC) ,A (.0C) ,XSEG (L.00) ,CX (Li00)

I.'

C INITIALIZE FLCT POLTINL
C

CALL TSYM( 1, IHU, lHl,lH2,1H3,1H,,1H5,1,1H7,1..,lcJ)
CALL TSYM(2,1HO, 1h1,1H2, 1H3,1hk,1H5,1h6,1H7,1,,1f)
CALL PISYM (3, 1LO,1H1, 12,13, 1k-i',, 1H5,lFth, 17,1-,1IiB)
CALL DTGP(1, 10,00,0. ,O
CALL PTGP(2,1o,jo,o. ,0.)
CALL PT GRP (3,10, Co , 0 , 0

INPUT ANO CAL CIJLLTc. CO SlANTS

EWI'J0 1
WI4J 2

EAO(1, 1000) QTOL,STAc.JTIM
1000 FORMAT(510.Q)

R.AO( 1,1000) 3,RK2O RK4 PLO
STA'TTIM STATTIM &b'+0O.

RK'4 / R.L.00.
CONVT1 =
CONVcT2 CflNVRT1 ' 32.

OLFINE. CONSTANS FO STRAM SEGMft1S

IST = 0.
CLEAR = 0.
VOL 1000.

70 J = J + 1

RAO2, 1000AU),u,SLG (J),e,S,R,w
IF()F(2)) GO TO 100
IF(A.3S(ô.(J) U - 0) GT. OTOL) STOP 0001

C NOTE-- STOP IS CCNSTANT FLLW IS VIOLI'TIO

ASQ(J) = S 2.67E-0i / C CCNvET1
K2CJ1ST(J) = 1.157..,f37.-05 ((5E'.2.798 U - 1657.) S +20.87) / 1.01,20
LS(J) W B PLC / A(J)
TF(VJL .t1. AU) XSEG()) VOL AU) xSEccJ)
00 1070

100 NSE = J - 1

VOL = VJL .1
[iT VOL / 0
10 103 J = 1, NSEG

)X(J) VC / A(J)
4JX(J) XSL(,(J) / CX(j)
tF(LUAT(NY(J)) CX(J) - XSEc.(J) .GT. .5 OA(J))

NCX(J) = NOX(J) + 1

ASQ(J) ASC(j) C)(J)

C

C
C

C

C
C



RK?CONT(J) = R<2CCST(J) CI 158
01ST 01ST s FLOAT(NO(J)) DX(J)

IF(PLS(J NE. 0.) CL.AR = CLAI + FLOAT(NOX(j)) DX(J)
105 CUNItFUE

NU1RALL = iSO. / OT
tF(4UlRC.LL .EQ. t) FILMCALL = 1

JISTtNC = (01ST - 10.) I 9.
JFLA 10
UNLO )IST -
WRITE (1+,1030) DiST,CL.4R,UNLCG,iOL,DT

1030 FOMATCtO STcAM L.NCIHt;,F9.2,: CLEAR CLI !IPEAPI:,
FC3.2,: UNLOGGE STfrAMt,F9.2/
O UNIT IOLUMEx,F.2,: TIME INCREMIt,Fg.2/)

U1OXMIN 1000..
CALL RATrINTL
'BtiGINTIM = STTTIM
TIMI'4C = 21600.
XTIM 0.

C

C" ST CONOITIONS 9C$ TO STREAM TOP CCNCITiOFS'
C

I1 1IST 0.
DX?lIN = 100.
PLOTI)IST
TI1E = 3EGIPTIM

C

C ...STA.. IS aV DAILY STRUM ILMF1RIUF'
C

STA ..5 COS(TIME l.'91C2LO7 - 3.!i) 52.5
JAYT = TIMt - SIAPTIIr - FLCT((jFIX(IIrE - TAq1TIM)/

h.0O)
T3AYT1 CAvT
IF(DAYT .LT. 18000.) TDAVT1 = CAYT + 86L,go

C
C COMPUT IIICUMIrG TREAM IEMPERAIUh
C

IF(JAYT .bE. lô000. .NO. CAYl .Lc. 700.) GC IC 11k,
C
C 4NING TIR ?3IF'G HCURS
C

TEMP = (-1.8 ' - 1.g3L,5) +
STA) COIVCT1 + C.vT2

GO T) 115
C..

ICiNING TNU EP'.IM HCURS
C

11', TEMP (j74 IN(D4YT ' 5. 1EOE - .9S17L.8 4.

Tt4) CUNVET1 + CONvET2
11 LJNTtI TIL ST4TTI?

PLLEACH? ':XP(RKL+ UfTII)
PLA3Q2 =
PL 0.

C

C OXYGt :1 I! STIJLTED LNTES CLACLT
C

OX = J. 1.721' - (2.5c.O9L-O5 - TF



R.988L-07 - TEMP 4.851E-09))
II = 1

'4RCALL = NUMRCALL
C

C33SIMULATC STREAM CVR TIM. ANDCISTAICE
C

)O 300 J 1, NSEG

I14CR.M.NT TEMPEQaTURt PER CELL IP J-TH SGMFNT

PAO ' 5Q(J)
TEMP TMP - .5 OTEMP

CALL ATC..S

= 4OX(J)
10 2)0 I 1, NX
)IST = 31ST + X(J)
TIME = TIM I. DT

JtYT 4 CT
'U4TI1 PU'ITIME
IF(P1.-(CALL LT, UMRCALL) GO 10 125
RCALL = 0

TEMP TEMP I- OTF
IF(0YT GL. ebkoo.) CAYT = CAYT - 86'.QQ.
CALL. A)ATN
jT:MP = A50(j)
TEMP = TEM .5 ' OTEP
CALL RATES

125 NRAL... = NRCALL + 1

TEMP = TEMP OTL.MP

Kt = RK1 K1INC
?K2 RK?

COMFUTE POLLL11C IN CELL

PLOLJ PL
LLECH1. PLLEACH2

PLL4Cr42 =
C

LADJ1 = PLAQD2
PLS(J) (PLLrACI.1 - PLLEACH2)

C

C AQO1TION OF CLLLiTANT
C

= PL I- 5 (PLAQO1 + PLAC32)
C
C JECAY OF POLLUTANT
C

= °L (1. - RK1) / (1. + K1)
C

C OXYGE4 SATuTICN I'dU CCCENT4TICji
C

OS = .1,721:-0 - TI'P (2.5t.09C-05 - T.rP

1.59

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C



t (.ba9-07 TP° ' L+.e5E4+iL-0')) 160
C

OX (OX - (RKI (PLCLO + FL) - RK2
(Os + O - OX))) / (1. + M<2)

C

C (MtCK TO PLCTt
C

IF(OIST .17. PLCICIST) GC TO 10
/1(11) OX 1631S.
V2(It) = FL 1E018.
3(II) TEMP

II II +1
L0TJIST PLOTDIST + DIST1NC

C

15 tF(Qx .;:. OXMI) GO TO 200
JXMIN OX

iIST1IN = 01ST
200 COr1TINU.

T.MP = FEMP + 6 OTI9P
300 CTIU.

CALL JUTDIJT
3GI'1TIl tLGITI9 + TIML1.'1C
IF(JFLAG .G. D) GO TC 310
F(OXMIfi .LT. RUNUXMIt) GC TC

C NOTE-- Sc:T JFLC WHEN TH C0NCNTATI0 F CXYGEP
C 4P'EAS TO FIE, 1g.., FASSCS TFE CITICAL CINT.
C

JFLA, I)

GO TI 110
C

3r5 .u'OxMI" = CXMI
uTlIN = flIS1MI;

r;o To iio
C

31C JFLAG = JFLr, 1
1F(OX'IN .G. UiOXMIF GO TO i15

C 9OTE-- "ES..1 FLAG IF .E NOT ATTAIt'EC IrIE
C CiITIC,L POINT.

JFLA = 0

IJ?',IOX.,1Ii OXMIj.
0T'T1IN

TF(TIMcINC.EO.. 360.) XTIM.. :.(,ItTIM
3 T) 110

C -.
3t IF(JLG LT. fl r,O tc 110

IF(XTI1 .?. 0. .PC. CXPIN .(E. 3.7.E?8FCe)

EGI'4TI = B:GINTIfr - 12. ' TIhEIC
CALL PLOTEO
WFI rE (,100)

1050 FO'4T(jH1)
JFL = 1

t.IOX1I 100.
CO Ti t1

3U3R)'JTtt4E .(7Prj



INCLUDE CoMMcI 161
C

C P.INT TITLES ANO PLOTS AND
C ADJUST BEGIN TIME AND TIME INCREFNT TC NARRC T)

C TIME INTcVAL IN THE SEARCH THE CRITICAL FCIT.
C
C- r40T1-- SIX HCLRS IS 21600. SECONC,
C ONE HCURS IS 360C. SECCNO,
C SIX MINUTES IS 30. SECCNOS.
C THEREFORE TI-e ACTUAL TIME OXYGEN ATTAINS TI-E
C CRITICAL POINT IS I'IITHIN SIX MIIUTES OF RU
C FINOINGS.
C

OUTOX UNOXMIN 16(18.
IF(TI'IEI"IC .GT. 360.) GO TO 10
WRITE(3,2013) OUTOX,RLNCMIP%

2013 FORMTt1441,TY,DISSOLVO OXYGEN (PPM) CITICAL vA.UE t,
tWITIIIN SIX MINUTES t,E10.3, AT FEETt/)

TIM.I1C
EGI1TIM XTIM

Cu TD 50
C

10 IF(TI'1.I9C GT. 3600.) GO TO 2U
w<Iri(3,2o16) GLTOX,.t.NCIN

201 FOR T(1HI,T ,;DISSOLEC CXYGEN (PPM) CRITICAL VALUE *,
* tWIThI1 ONE HOUP *,E10.3,; AT ;,E10.3,; FEETt/)
TIMEPIC = 30.
GO TO 51

C

20 IF(TIMIr1C CT. 21(00.) GC TC 30
WRITZ(3,201a) CUTOX,RLNCMIN

201 FCMAT(1i-t1,T36,;DI3SCLVEO OXYGLN (PPM) CRITICAL vALUE t,
: WITHIN SIX HCLRS ,Z10.3,t AT ,E10.3,t FETt/)
TIMI 3600.
GO Ti 50

C

3C WRIT(3,2C19)
2019 Fo lAT(1H1,13r,OISSoLvEC OXYGEN (PPM) AT DAY INTEi4LS ,

g uN1IL CONCE.NTFATION S PPM;)
TIMEIC - 1

C -

50 CALL PTOPT(1,3,100)
WRIT:. (3,20 2C)

20?O FORMAT(1H1,T5,POLLUT4NT I STREAM (PPM);)
CALL PTC)PT(2,3, 100) - -.

WRITZc.3,?030) -

2030 (C.);)
CALL-PTOPT(3,3, 100)
IF(TIMEINC ..T. C.) CALL EXIT
EWIN L5

PEWIlO +6
WI'IO 47

IPTSPL(1) = iPTPL(2) = ITSFL(3) 0

RETURN
:NO
SURUUTI9E OUTPUT



C

C

C

C

C

INCLJJE COMMON
JIMSIO LFT(5)
LET(t) = 3t-4O

LET(2) 3HPL
LT(3) = 3HTMP
LT(.) = 3HM U
TIM3UT (BëGINTIM - STAKTTIM)/3600.
OXM = O(MIPt 16018.

WRITi+,2CC0)TIMEOUT,LE1(1),(V1(i),J1,9,2)'
I LET(2),(V2(J),J1,5,2),
I LET(3),(5(J),J1,9,2),

LET CL.) ,CXM,OISTMIb
?3CL FORM.T( *,F8.1/C3X,A,51C.3) )

C

CALL PTSAV(1,TI UT,1(1),i1(2),V1(3) ,v1CL.),V1() ,
$ V1(),V1(7),V1(8),V1(9),V1(1O

C

CALL PTAV(2,TIMOUT,2 C1),v2(2),V2(3),V2(L.),V2C) ,
$ V2(),2C7),V2(8),V2(9),V2(10))

C

CALL )TS C3,TIMEUUT,V3C1), (2),V3(3),V3(si'V3C5) ,
I 3(e),,aC7),V3C8),V3(9),V(1O))

C

CALL PT.XP(1,2,TIMEOU1)
CALL PTXI.(2,2,TIMECUT)
CALL PTXP(3,2,TIMEOuT)
RETU.M
END
SU3OUTI'iE RATES
INCLUO COMMON

C

C COMPUTE POLLUTION CECY AhJ RRATICb RITES.
C

IF (TEMP GT. 15.) GO TO lU
RK1 = R<20A 1.12644TMF
KiIC = 1.12 .JJTE,F

GO TO 1L.
C

192 IF (TlP .GT. 32.) GC TO 193
PK1 R'<20B t.0L.T1EMP
RK1I'IC = l.C7DTC'P
GO TO iq

C

193 RK1 = R.(20C 9854TEMF
K1IUC = 95DT.MF

l9ie RK2 R<2CONST(1) 41.014TEMP
K2I"lC = 1.C1flTEMP

RETU

ENTRY ATEINTL

THIS PCTION OF PATES flITIALIZ TMPEcATUE
RAPIGE FACTORS FCR DECAY RATE CCMPUTATIOS.

RK2O = K2O .5 OT

162



C

C

C

= K2og.2t296...a6/ii26..15K2C3 =
K20C = RK2Oo2. C15?67o5/. 98532
ETLJiN

SU!ROUTI FA!JATP
C

C Tii SURJUTIN CETERpIN THEC 4IATIoI. ON THE. CLACLT JR CANOPI:o £TAC

I4CLJO COMMOPJ
TDAYID4yT

IF(PLS(J).Eo.o.) GO IC 70
C
C C),IDUTE LOIATIQN FO CLjCUT AREAC

IF ( DAYT .:. s32O0. ) GO TO 60C

C ADI4TION FOR CLERCUT IN DAY IIM, 7 Is £L.IITUCE CF PIE SLC

Z = 25. COS(TIIE 1.g1o2Ec7 - 2.976) + 45= (.07 o z SIN(OAYI 7.272205Q5)RE I (JN
C

C RDI4TIOpj FOR CLEASCUT AT bIGHT
C

60 AO=.5 SIN()4yT 7.2?22oEo)
C

C C)lPUTE. RADIATIoN FOR SI1ACD STREUt4C

70 IF ( YI .GT. 10800. DAYT .LT. 324C0.) (O TO 0C -

C CU9PUT RADIATIoN FOP SH4CEc, STRtAM AT EVEt.ING THUR 1GRINGC

RAD .3 CO(4.84813F..05 TOAYT)
RCTuP'J

'IORNIH(; TI11<U tVEING
8C sAO = CCS(1.L.54...Q oCAYT)

RET U'N
4 0
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